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Abstract 

The main objective of this thesis is the development and implementation of a 

nonlinear optimal controller for a hydraulic positioning system. The controller is 

able to respond rapidly as well as take care of the changing dynamics within the 

hydraulic system. 

The necessary attributes for a hydraulic actuator controller are deteffi1ined by 

analysing the problems generally associated with hydraulic drives and reviewing 

the control methods that have been applied in the past. It is concluded that while 

significant advancements have been made in disturbance rejection, little effort has 

been placed on the optimal, or minimum time specifications which are frequently 

demanded by positioning systems. It is also noted that high perfoffi1ance 

hydraulic drives are prone to cavitation and a controller must necessarily avoid 

this. 

The design of a hydraulic test rig is discussed and a novel valve drive circuit that 

allows direct digital control is presented. The ability of the rig to demonstrate 

typical control problems is established by experimental testing./ The purpose of 

the test rig is to aid in the modelling process and for controller testing. 

Power Bond Graphs are used to model the experimental rig and a companson 

between a nonlinear model and experimental data shows good correlation. A linear 

model is also considered and shown to be ineffective at representing the rig 

dynamics over a range of inputs. By formulating an idealised model, valuable 

insights into the dynamic characteristics are obtained and the directional dependent 

gain of single ended rams explained. 

The performance capabilities of the hydraulic rig are benchmarked by calculating 

the minimum time response of the hydraulic system subject to constraints on the 
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actuator pressures, load velocity and position. A number of test cases are 

examined. 

The research objectives of high performance and flexible constraint handling make 

model predictive control (MPC) an ideal approach. Model predictive controllers 

have been successfully applied within the chemical process industry but their 

application to robotics is hindered by the excessive computational requirements of 

the algorithm. Furthermore they are typically linear and so in their present form 

unsuitable. By simplifying the optimisation procedure involved in the MPC 

algorithm an implementable, nonlinear version of the controller has been tested. 

The controller is able to constrain the values of pressure, velocity and position 

within prescribed boundaries, thus eliminating the need for extra hydraulic 

components. Moreover, the speed of response is comparable to the theoretical 

optimum. 

The work reported in this thesis contributes to the field of hydraulic systems 

control as it presents a novel, nonlinear optimal controJier for a hydraulic 

positioning system. The controller differs from others reported in the literature in 

that it allows for the plant nonlinearities and forces the system to operate within 

prescribed boundaries on the state variables. As will be shown this eliminates the 

need for extra hydraulic components. 
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Interest in closed loop hydraulic drives has increased dramatically since the early 

seventies and, in particular, interest has grown with regard to their control. This is 

due, at least in part, to the development of low cost microprocessors that have 

made possible the implementation of complex control algorithms to improve the 

performance of the hydraulic drive. However, despite a large number of actuators 

being utilised in tasks where rapid positioning is imperative, little work has been 

reported on the performance capabilities of these hydraulic drives. 

Hydraulic systems are always required to operate within constraints. These are 

generally handled at the design stage by limiting variables such as supply pressure, 

actuator dimensions and valve sizing and response. Controllers are then designed 

for worst case conditions. However, a common feature of hydraulic system 

applications is the variable nature of the drive. Constraints imposed at the design 

stage can often compromise the performance of the system, remaining sluggish 

despite favourable conditions. Removing the constraints from the design stage 

means they must now be handled by the control system, permitting greater 

flexibility . 

Controllers that are capable of combining optimal control and at the same time 

imposing constraints on the state variables are not Ullcommon. They have become 

popular in the chemical process industry but typically only for fixed systems 

with large time constants. The computational requirements of the algorithm has 

precluded their use with robotic positioning systems. 

This thesis examines the optimal control of linear hydraulic actuators subject to 

constraints on the state space and suggests a novel way by which constraint on 

the state variables may be handled by the controller. Simulation and experimental 

testing verify the pelfomlance of the control algorithm. 
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Hydraulic SystenlS: Coefficients ami Variables 

In this thesis upper case English letters are used for system variables and coefficients, 

each being reserved for particular quantities, The component (usually hydraulic) to 

which these coefficients or. variables are referred, are indicated by lowercase English 

letters written in line with the parent symboL For example, Qsy indicates the oil flow 

(Q) from the supply (s) to the actuator (y-side), Some commonly used greek letters 

are retained such as ~ for fluid bulk modulus, 

Capitals: 

A area 

C capacitance or capcitive effect 

F force 

I inertia 

K general symbol for coefficient 

L cylinder stroke 

p pressure 

Q volume 

R resistive effect 

S source; constant or independent variable 

V volume 

X linear displacement 

SuJjicies: 

a actuator 

b filter 



c fluid compliance 

e exhaust 

f friction 

g gravity 

k spnng 

leakage 

m linear motion inertia (mass) 

s supply 

v valve 

Greek: 

~ bulk modulus 

E valve lap 

Control System ... 

e(t) nOIse 

x state variable 

(() natural frequency 

~ damping ratio 

A Lagrange multiplier 

Abbreviations 

MPC 

PWM 

TPBVP 

model predictive control 

pulse width modulation 

two-point boundary-value problem 

xi 



The application of advanced control techniques to hydraulic systems have 

effictively eliminated mallY of the inherent problems associated with the use of 

hydraulic drives. A brief description of these problems is developed along with a 

review of the control techniques that have been lIsed to eliminate them. Despite the 

improved peljormance of advanced control methods the need for a nonlinear 

model predictive controller is established, 

Hydraulic systems are utilised wherever efficient and precise control of motion is 

required. The potential for high actuator forces means they are often applied to 

situations which involve heavy payloads, though they are useful in a range of 

loading conditions. Depending on the type of output drive required, a hydraulic 

system may use either a linear (ram) or rotational (motor) actuator, though 

combinations of actuators are often employed to provide multi-degree of freedom 

systems. Rotational speeds are as low as a few hundred rpm, for radial piston 

motors, and as high as 3000 rpm for the axial piston type. Linear actuators are 

typically double acting (extension and retraction) with strokes from centimetres to 

metres and actuating velocities up to 2 m/s. Only one of the two generic fonus of 

actuator, the linear actuator, is considered in this thesis (shown in Figure 1.1). 

However, this does not exclude the findings and conclusions from being applied to 

rotary actuators as both types share the same mode of operation and differ only in 

the form of the output. 
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introdllction 
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t actuator 
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~J 
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motor ~ pump r--

valve I----

&~ ~ I 
, 

reservoIr mass 

;;;;...;;.!=:....:::....;= Hydraulic system. 

The inherent stiffness of hydraulic actuators results in their frequent use in closed 

loop applications, such as positioning or tracking systems. Examples include the 

NC machine tool industry, where precision and accurate control of both position 

and velocity profiles are essential, and robotic systems where the excellent power 

to size ratio and potentially high actuation speeds make them ideal. 

Maskey and Thayer (1978) review the wide spread application of electrohydraulic 

servo mechanisms, attributing part of the growth in their use to the advances in 

automatic control. Indeed, the performance of a hydraulic system may be 

improved by the use of a control system and, if a closed loop control method is 

employed, the undesirable effects of system disturbances and other problems may 

be reduced. Interest in closed loop hydraulic drives has increased further since the 

early seventies and, in particular, interest has grown with regard to the use of 

digital control techniques. This is due, at least in part, to the development of low 

cost microprocessors that have made possible the implementation of complex 

control algorithms to improve the performance of the systems. The continuing 

pressure to reduce system response times, and the effects of disturbances, 

warrants the application of more complex control algorithms which inevitably 

require digital implementation. 
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Introduction 

This chapter reviews the control techniques that have been applied to hydraulic 

drives in relation to their inherent control problems and also reviews the optimal 

control of hydraulic actuators. The chapter concludes with a summary of 

controller requirements with regard to the position control of single ended 

hydraulic rams. 

A comprehensive review of actual problems with hydraulic drives was carried out 

by Chiappulini (1973). Also a number of publications exist that individually treat 

the common problems of hydraulics, outlining the role of control theory in 

overcomming inherent difficulties. In order to appreciate the methods behind the 

various controllers, it is useful to also review the problems associated with 

hydraulic drives. It is generally accepted that the physical problems that 

complicate the use of hydraulics are: 

~ low inherent damping; 

o compliance of the oil; 

time variant nature of system parameters (eg temperature effects, supply 

pressure variations); 

.. cavitation of the oil; 

nonlinear aspects of the drive. 

Implementation of the control strategy also poses problems such as whether the 

implementation should be digital or continuous, and for the digital case a selection 

of sampling rates must be made. As these choices are not unique to hydraulic 

drives they are not di scussed here. 

To improve positional accuracy, hydraulic rams are often fitted with low friction 

seals and any guideways installed with anti-friction bearings. Together these 
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reduce stiction forces that hinder accurate positioning. However, there is little 

other damping in the system and this may lead to an oscillatory response. Peters 

(1966-67) surveyed machine tool structures and concluded that damping ratios 

were generally below 0.2. Damping may be improved by the addition of cross port 

leakage but at the cost of steady state power. A lack of damping is the result of 

insufficient resistive force to the load motion, consequently it follows that 

reducing the applied force, for any particular velocity, effectively increases the 

viscous damping. Examples of mechanical systems which achieve this, with no 

loss in steady state power, are DPF (dynamic pressure feedback) valves. These 

include a capacitor piston that generates, by the way of auxiliary nozzles, a 

feedback torque on the flapper of the valve which controls the position of the 

valve spool (Geyer 1958). 

An alternative to mechanical means IS active damping, achieved by derivative 

feedback in the control system. Since force is proportional to acceleration, 

negative feedback of an acceleration signal in a minor loop is an effective means for 

improving the damping characteristics. This technique was investigated by Bell 

and dePennington (1969-70) who showed that, depending on the system, 

acceleration or transient acceleration prove effective in actively increasing the 

damping of the drive. However, if only position information is available, obtaining 

an acceleration signal is virtually impossible due to noise amplification. 

Pietola and Vilenius (1989) compared model reference control (MRC) and 

P+PIDI i to P control with both techniques proving effective in reducing load 

oscillation caused by a lack ofload damping. P+PIDI i uses minor loop feedback 

ofvelocity plus a PID controller; whereas the model reference controller compares 

the plant output to the output generated by a quadratic lag with desirable damping 

characteristics, using the error signal to force the plant to follow the model. Both 

techniques are shown to be effective but P+PID/.t is less affected by load changes. 
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Significant nonlinearities are friction effects, valve pressure flow relationships and 

valve saturation. Often in the control action saturation of the input signal is 

avoided (c.f. Ukrainetz et aI, 1989) as this effectively renders the control operation 

open loop; the system output ceasing to affect the system input. This may be 

achieved by including a penalty function on the amplitude of the control signal in 

the control algorithm. However, for minimum time requirements the valve is 

required to open as far as possible to maximise the oil flow through the valve, and 

consequently valve saturation is desirable to minimise the positioning time. 

In many applications the hydraulic oil may be considered incompressible. When 

high accelerations are possible, due to the use of a high frequency control valve for 

example, the compliance becomes significant and the oil can be considered to act as 

a perfect spring (refer Figure 1.2) 

load 

1-------l~1IIIt position 

---<;:J..;...... ____ Simplified cylinder model 

The compliance characteristic of a liquid can be described by a bulk modulus 

defined by the static equation, 

f3 

where 

V is the initial volume of liquid subject to compression 

f\.V is the change in volume V due to compression 

f\.P is the change in pressure which causes compression f\.V 
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The pressure change due to a change in the volume depends on the original volume 

and from Figure 1.l this is clearly dependent on the position. Furthermore from 

Hooke's law: 

F=-KAx 

or using the expression for bulk modulus, 

where A is the crossectional area of the ram. 

To improve the stiffness of the drive the effective volume must be minimised and 

thus the control valve should be located as close to the actuator as possible. The 

effective volume is a function of the stroke, L, and rod extension, Xm. Considering 

both sides of the piston, 

Ay/3 Ky = -- and Kz = --'---
Xm (L Xm) 

(1.1) 

where y represents the piston side and z the rod side of the actuator 

For rapid movement of the load the actuator area must be small, whereas to 

improve the system stiffness, from eqn. 1.1, the cylinder cross-sectional area must 

be increased. Moreover, an actuator with a small area means any load oscillations 

appear larger than for an actuator with a large crossectional area. To generate 

pressure the oil must be compressed to a proportion of its original volume, and to 

achieve this compression, the movement in the x-direction is larger with a slender 

actuator than it would need to be if the cylinder area was large. FuI1hermore, if the 
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actuator is assymetric (unequal areas) loading may be nonsymmetrical adding to 

the complication (cfGuillon and Blondel 1971). 

Typically hydraulic actuators are subject to load and system pressure variations. 

In Chapter 3 a change ih supply pressure is shown to affect the system gain, and a 

change in load, the natural frequency. For accumulator systems, supply pressure 

decreases with oil delivered, the variation is determined by the dimensions of the 

accumulator, its precharge, and the ability of the pump to make up the demand. 

Variation in supply pressure not only limits the power available but alters the 

dynamic characteristics of the valve. Typical variations in valve response times 

with changes in supply pressure may be found in various manufacturers' 

catalogues. 

Variation in the cylinder loading may be due to either payload changes or to the 

relative attitude of the actuator (relative to the direction that gravity acts). This 

type of loading is common among robotic systems such as flight and motion 

simulator systems. The effect of load (and position) can be analysed in a more 

simplified approach than thatpresented in Chapter 3 by considering both springs 

(actuator ends) of the cylinder and using the equation for natural frequency for a 

spring-mass system '. Thus 

where, 

1m inertia load 

L stroke length 

OJn natural frequency 

f3 fluid bulk modulus 

OJ = f! 
--=-=-- + .... _--'---
ImXm Im(L-Xm) 

Refer Chapter 3 for a detailed analysis. 

(1.2) 
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Ay actuator area piston side 

Az actuator area rod side 

As may be seen from equation 1.2 the natural frequency depends on the magnitude 

and position of the load, with the degree of variation being determined by the 

actuator dimensions. 

Other common variations in system parameters are changes in the bulk modulus, 

viscosity of the oil and wear in the system. Changes in the bulk modulus 

effectively alter the compliance of the oil. 

Adaptive control techniques have been shown by many researchers to be effective 

in eliminating the disturbances brought about by changes in the system 

parameters. Two schemes in particular have been reported in the literature. The 

first involves identification of the system and the development of an appropriate 

control action. Such techniques are known as indirect adaptive controllers, or self 

tuning. These self tuning controllers have been trialed by Vaughn and Whiting 

(1986), Daley (1987) and Finney et at (1985). When the control is generated 

automatically the action is referred to as direct adaptive. control. Model reference 

adaptive controllers (MRAC) are an example, and have successfully been used for 

the control of hydraulic actuators by Edge and Figuredo (1987), Yun and Cho 

(1988) and Sung and Lee (1987). Nonadaptive methods have also been 

investigated, Chen and Shih (1991) investigated the use of fuzzy logic to develop a 

load insensitive controller. 

Cavitation and Pressure Spikes 

Cavitation was dealt with by many authors in the 50's and 60's. Wang and Ma 

(1963) discuss in detail the nature of cavitation and its effects. More recently 

Yeaple (1984) describes the damage caused by cavitation on servo valves, 

cavitation being responsible for a large number of failures. The use of anti 

cavitation check valves placed immediately after the valve eliminate any risk of 

cavitation in the actuator by venting the low pressure oil to tank. Pressure spikes 
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also can be eliminated with hardware by the use of a crossport relief (often 

combined with the anti cavitation check valves). The use of these valves adds to 

the cost of the system and ideally this problem should be handled by the 

controller. 

A control system may alter the drive characteristics to something more desirable, 

as with derivative feedback to improve system damping, or MRAC to counter the 

effects of variations in system parameters. For systems where performance is 

imperative, they may be designed with criteria such as the minimisation of a cost 

function, as is the case for the linear quadratic regulator (LQR). Some robust 

methodologies allow both disturbance rejection and performance to be included in 

the design procedure, for example. Minimisation of a cost function is the 

principle behind a number of control system designs, some of which have been 

applied to hydraulics. 

In the early seventies Nikiforuk et 01 (1970-71) analysed a double-ended linear 

actuator operating in a time optimised manner. Following the derivation of the 

basic equations the transient response was determined graphically. In their study, 

the actuator was allowed to cavitate and there was some debate as to whether 

cavitation was detrimental to this form of actuator or not. However, Martin and 

Lichtarowitcz (1966-67) discuss the detrimental effects of cavitation on hydraulic 

actuators and, as discussed in the previous section, cavitation is responsible for a 

number of valve failures . Armstrong and Meloy (1971,1973) used optimisation 

techniques to derive the optimal control action of on-off controllers and compared 

them to that of a tuned proportional controller. More recently Huang and Chen 

(1992) compared an optimal controller based on a linear system to that of a PD 

controller, and Akers and Lin (1988) applied optimal control theory to a hydraulic 

pump. Principally the application of optimal control theory has been via the 

linearisation of the system model despite the system being highly nonlinear. 
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1 Conclusions 

Adaptive and nonadaptive control techniques have been effective in the control of 

hydraulic actuators, particularly in coping with the time variant nature of the 

drives. However, of paramount importance with many hydraulic systems is high 

performance, or more specifically the ability to rapidly position a payload. The 

satisfactory operation of a hydraulic system also requires that state variables 

(such as actuator pressures) be constrained to within safe limits. This may be 

achieved in the design of the hydraulic system with careful component sizing or 

additional valves. Alternatively these constraints may be handled by the 

controller. 

The primary objective of this thesis is to develop a controller capable of achieving 

rapid load positioning while imposing constraints on state variables, thereby 

eliminating the need for additional valves. Such controller specifications have not 

previously been applied to the control of hydraulic systems and in doing so 

results in a smart controller for hydraulic systems. To achieve this a nonlinear 

model predictive controller is developed and the performance analysed by 

simulation and experimental testing. Comparison is also made to a theoretically 

optimal control action obtained by applying variational calculus techniques to a 

nonlinear model of the actuator and valve. The predictive controller has the ability 

to handle constraints imposed on the state variables due to the way in which it 

calculates the control signal. Briefly, this is achieved by predicting the effect of 

future control actions on the nonlinear system model and selecting the control 

action that best meets the performance objectives. 



In order to fulfill the research objectives of developing an optimal control system 

and testing its pelformance, a test rig consisting of a linear hydraulic actuator has 

been developed. The design and testing of the experimental rig is described 

including the hydraulic eircuit and mechanical components. A novel pulse width 

modulation (PWM) valve Intelface that enables direct digital control of the servo 

valve is also described and analysed. The rig has been designed to be difficult to 

control while at the same time being a realistic representation of all industrial 

installation. 

.1 Introduction 

There are a large number of reasons for the construction of an experimental rig. 

Firstly, a novel direct digital interface is tested that drives the servo valve directly 

using a PWM signal; it was developed specifically for use with servo valves. The 

interface contains a number of attributes that make it ideal for this application and 

these are discussed in detail in this chapter. Secondly, the test rig is used to 

justify the analysis and assessment of control algorithms since the experimental 

test rig is required not only to verify the theory, but also to demonstrate that the 

algorithms can be implemented. 

The rig design can be divided into three sections: hydraulic, mechanical and the 

electronic/electrical control system. Each section is described and a detailed 

component summary may be found in Appendix A. The operation, maintenance 

and construction is not dealt with here, but is contained in a report entitled 

"Operation of the Electrohydraulic Rig" (Hampson 1995). 
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Test Rig 

The rig consists of a single-ended, double-acting hydraulic actuator controlled by a 

high response MOOG 760-104 servo valve. The cylinder is mounted vertically so 

the effects of gravity produce an asymmetric loading condition. Loading is 

adjustable from 50 to 300 kg in steps of approximately 17 kg. The cylinder has a 

stroke of l.2m with actuation speeds up to 1.3 m/s. Position feedback is by a 

digital transducer which has a repeatable accuracy ofO.05mm at up to 1m/s. 

Figure 1 shows the rig which stands approximately 4m tall. The cylinder and 

actuator are mounted together on the upper platform with the high pressure filter 

(located after the accumulator) and the accumulator unloading valve and relief 

module. A middle platform supports the load and its height is adjustable to allow 

the inclusion of either more weights or an alternative loading system such as 

viscous dampers. 

Accumulator 

Servo valve 

Position transducer 

Cylinder 

Guide rods 

Bearing 

Weights 

.;.;...:;L:::t.:......-"-'~ Test Rig 

The load is clamped under the 

crosshead and held in place by 

a nut at the end of the cylinder 

rod. Two guide rods pass 

through the crosshead to 

prevent any rotation of the 

load and crosshead as this 

would result in the twisting 

and damage of the position 

transducer. Typically, 

position transducers are 

mounted through the centre of 

the cylinder rod but by 

attaching the transducer 

extern all y the investigation of 

other actuators is possible, 



Test Rig 

thus keeping the rig versatile. The long stroke of the drive results in susceptibility 

to buckling of the rod so the guide rods also act to eliminate this type of failure. 

The use of guideways introduces another problem however, due to binding with 

the crosshead bearings and the effects of friction. Consequently, the design of the 

bearings and guide rods is crucial to ensure the smooth motion of the load. 

Binding is caused by misalignment of the rods, or incorrect installation of the 

bearings, and so the design must prevent this while eliminating the risk of 

buckling. Since the piston and gland seal of the cylinder constrain the rod the 

system is most at risk of buckling when the rod is extended, whereas in the near 

retracted position there is virtually no risk. By fixing the guide rods to the middle 

platform, but allowing a degree of compliance in the mounting at the top platform, 

the guidance becomes increasingly rigid as the load extends. If the bearings are 

installed with the load extended, binding of the bearings on the rods is prevented, 

while any chance of cylinder rod buckling is eliminated. 

The arrangement of the bearings is such to reduce friction but prevent rotation and 

any lateral translation of the load. Figure 2.2 shows how one circular, and one line 

contact bearing, can be used to this effect. Oil impregnated nylon has been used 

for the bearing material due to its hard wearing and low friction properties. 

Although there is sliding contact between the bearing and the chrome plated guide 

rods, there is no loading and thus the frictional force is small. 

crosshead 

cylinder rod 

guide ways 

Plan view of crosshead: Bearing setup to prevent any side ways or 

rotational movement of the crosshead, 
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The hydraulic system consists of two circuits, a mam drive circuit and a 

recirculating circuit, both of which are supplied by the same pump. A 2-way 

solenoid operated valve is used to selected either circuit as shown in Figure 

The main drive circuit delivers oil to a hydraulic accumulator, via a high pressure 

filter, which then supplies almost constant pressure oil to the servo valve. 

20L accumulator 

unloading valve 

recirculating valve 

3 mi ron filter 

EM 

Hydraulic Circuits 

The recirculating circuit is used to clean the oil prior to use in the drive circuit by 

passing the oil through a fine low pressure filter (3 micron) immediately after 

leaving the pump. The oil then returns to the tank. In conjunction with the low 

pressure filter there is a high pressure, 15 micron filter, located between the 

accumulator and servo valve. The detailed design of the piping and filtration 
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system is within the guidelines set by MOOG for use with hydraulic systems 

involving servo valves. 

Due to the light loads and high velocities a large pressure drop exists across the 

servo valve which is the major source of heat generation (c.f. Hampson 1989). To 

maintain the oil temperature within reasonable limits, a pressure compensated 

pump has been used to prevent the unloading of the pump flow through the 

system relief valve, as is standard practice in most hydraulic circuit design. 

As the rig is intended for research purposes, the design philosophy has been to 

keep the rig as flexible as possible so that future modifications can easily be made. 

With this in mind the porting of the cylinder is such that the servo valve can be 

mounted at either the rod or piston end of the actuator and, if required, extra 

manifold blocks can be included between the valve and cylinder, for the mounting 

of pressure transducers for example. As can be seen from Figure 2.3 the servo 

valve is mounted on a subplate manifold that is in turn mounted on the cylinder. 

This keeps the controlled oil volume to a minimum resulting in a stiffer drive. 

---''''--__ Crossection of the cylinder and valve arrangement. 
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2.4 

Control systems are usually connected to hydraulic systems by AID and DI A 

converters, as is shown in Figure 2. 5(a), with the servo valve current supplied by 

an appropriate amplifier. This analogue setup is in contrast to the system used 

by Dunlop and Hampson.(1994) and in this research where both the feedback and 

controller output are digital is shown in Figure 2. 5(b). 

HYDRAULIC SUPPLY 

SERVO 

V ALVE ~::::!::==::=*::!:~=-

POSITION TRANSDUCER (L VDT) 

(a) 

HYDRAULIC SUPPLY 

SERVO 

VAL VE ..!:::::!!:==~=*:::!::!!E:==:::! 

POSITION TRANSDUCER (DIGITAL) 

(b) 

Electro-hydraulic servo system. 

comnuter 
D/A AID 

computer 

I 

I OR 2 BITS I'W!v1 : 

DATUM /. 

SIGNAL 

CONDITIONING 

QUADRATURE 

SIGNALS 

CONDITIONING 

(a) Conventional digital control via AfD and D/A interfaces. 

(b) A fully digital electro-hydraulic positioning system. The datum 
I ine can be shared. 
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The electrical/electronic system consists of two parts. The first is a valve drive 

circuit that generates the necessary servo valve control current proportional to a 

PWM signal from the second system, a PC card based on the Hitachi HD63140 

UPP (Universal Pulse Processor) chip. This board not only produces the PWM 

waveform but handles the feedback signal and generates sample time interrupts for 

the control program executed by the host PC. 

Because multistaging servo valve control currents are less than 40mA low power 

electronics can be used to provide the required control current instead of the more 

common amplifier. As shown in Figure 2.6, the coil (6V, 40mA) of the valve 

torque motor is split (often bifilar wound) so that 2 separate transistor switches 

can be used to provide + or current (magnetic flux) in the torque motor that 

controls the valve spool position. 

5V 

FROM 
upp 

PWM+ 

........ ::t--__ 

40 volt 

5V 

120 ohm 

PW!vf up 

A constant current electro-hydraulic servo valve drive . 

r~l 
5V 

FROM 
upp 

PWM-

PWM down 

Each output transistor operates with an emitter load so that it passes a constant 

current of 40mA when the PWM wave fonn is high. Since only one of the two 

PWM wave forms from the llPP (Universal Pulse Processor) operates at a time 

(the other is set low), the torque impulses applied to the torque motor are 
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constant in amplitude but vary in duration. Thus the average torque is directly 

proportional to the applied PWM ratio (the time for which the PWM signal is 

high divided by the period of the PWM waveform). This proportionality IS 

clearly shown by the measurements presented in the calibration graph shown In 

Figure 2.7(a). 

The measured wavefonn in figure 2. 7(b) shows a PWM signal applied to the 

inverter driving one of the inputs shown in figure 2.6. Figures 2.7(c) and (d) show 

the voltage at the transistor end of the coil, and the current through the coil 

respectively. Since one end of the coil is at 40V, the full 40V is applied across the 

6V coil to increase the current from OmA. Once 40mA is reached, the transistor 

comes out of saturation and reduces the coil voltage to 6V (40V supply less 34V 

at the collector of the output transistor) so as to maintain a steady 40mA until the 

PWM signal goes to zero. The inductive coil then increases the transistor 

collector voltage as the current falls. The zener turns the transistor on sufficiently 

to limit the voltage to +80V. The voltage across the coil is held at -40V while the 

current decays rapidly to OmA as is shown in figure 2.7(d). Notice that the rise 

and fall times of the current waveform are very similar (+40V and -40V applied) 

and of opposite slope. Hence, the charge transferred through the coil is 

proportional to the on time, and the average current is proportional to the PWM 

ratio. Note that normal operation is around 2kHz at which frequency the 

measurements for figure 2.7(a) were obtained. The PRF (pulse repetition 

frequency) has been reduced to 45Hz so that the remaining waveforms can be 

clearly seen without the ringing that obscures the measurements at 2kHz. 
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Measured PWM Current Responses 
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(d) 

==.:::..;;.;;,;;.;.. (a) Servo valve current plotted against percentage PWM ratio. 

(b) PWM signal of 30% applied to servo valve coil driver. 

(c) Servo valve coil voltage plotted against time. 

(d) Servo valve coil current plotted against time. 

As the valve is positioned by a series of constant torque pulses, the position, 

which depends on the duration of the torque, has a natural dither. Consequently 

spool stiction is reduced, improving both system response and positional 

accuracy. 

PWM Generation and Quadrature feedback 

For fully digital control systems, position feedback by quadrature position signals 

(c.r figure 2.5b) is commonly used to provide position infonnation to the 

computer. The digital drive value is output either via a DI A or else via a digital 

PWM signal in the form of a direction, plus a high - low pulsed signal which has 

an average value proportional to the magnitude of the quantity being output. 

Alternatively, two separate signals, PWM+ and PWM- are output for use as 

shown in Figure 2.6. In the past, these PWM signals were generated in special 

counters (e.g. the Am9513). About 1986, special digital control chips based on 

microcoded microprocessors were introduced for interfacing computers to digital 

servo systems. Typical of these were the 32bit National Semiconductor 
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LM628/629 and the 24bit Hewlett Packard HCTLlOOO/1l00 VLSI chips which 

accepted quadrature position pulses and output PWM drive signals in response to 

computed position tracking errors processed by digital filters/controllers. Both 

PWM and D/ A outputs were provided. The NS chip provides full PID DC 

control for an electric motor or an electro-hydraulic valve. PID control is not 

included in the chip which provided basic DC control along with an electronic 

commutator circuit which can be used to control synchronous machines such as 

stepper or brushless DC motors. The commutator can also be used to switch the 

flow in and out of cylinders to achieve the maximum torque from large rotary 

hydraulic actuators operated in a stepping mode. However, the form of these 

digital controllers is fixed and only the controller constants can be varied to change 

the performance. 

To overcome the limitations of these fixed structure digital controllers, a general 

purpose system capable of counting quadrature position pulses and generating 

PWM signals was required, so that the digital control a1gorithm itself could be 

programmed on a genera1 purpose digital computer. A universal pulse processor 

(UPP) board for an IBM-PC type computer was developed (Dunlop and Murphy 

1992) based on the Hitachi HD63140 UPP which met the requirements for 

handling the connections to digital servo systems. The UPP chip contains 24 

16bit counters which can be configured in many different ways. An I/O patch 

panel is implemented in software so that any of the 16 digital I/O pins can be 

allocated as either inputs or outputs to any of the 24 counters. Each UPP also 

contains 1K bytes of RAM and ten 10bit AIDs which have a 3311s conversion 

time. Two UPP chips have been mounted on one circuit board for use in an IBM

PC type computer. The combined total of digital I/O pins are routed out 

through a connector at the rear of the computer, and the 20 channels of ADC (0 to 

5V) are connected to 2 sets of header pins for connection by a flying cable if 

required. The RAM is not used as it was too difficult to configure within the 

existing IBM I/O address space. 
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The UPP requires 11 address lines to access the 112 control registers and counters 

(OOOH to 06FH) and IK of RAM (400H to 7FFH). The IBM-PC ]f0 address 

structure decodes only 10 address bits (AO to A9) and allocates up to 32 bytes of 

addressing for a user card in the I/O space. Thus there is a problem fitting the 

upp into the available address space. The RAM addressing is not included so as 

to reduce the number ofUPP address bits to 7 i.e. address bits BO to B6 with 

address bits B7 to B 10 being set to 0 as shown in figure 4. The IBM-PC actually 

has a 16 bit I/O address but address bits A10 to A 15 are usually not decoded. 

These address bits are used to access the registers in the UPP. The connections 

A1S-AIO are made to B6-B 1 which takes care of 6 of the address bits. The last 

bit BO was connected to AO and provided high byte -low byte selection during 16 

bit read - write operations as outlined in the UPP programming application note 

(Hitachi 1987). As there are 2 UPP chips on the PCB, address bit A 1 was used to 

select UPP 1 or UPP 2. The remaining I/O address lines A2 to A9 are used to 

select an ]f0 slot for the PCB in the standard IBM-PC I/O scheme. These are 

decoded as shown in Figure 2.8, and provide access to all I/O addresses in blocks 

of 4 i.e. OOOH, 004H, .... ,3FCH. The number selected to address the circuit board 

is called the base address. For example, a maximum of 8 UPP boards (80 

controllers!) could be used in the standard IBM-PC address space 300H to 3IFH, 

with base addresses 300H, 304H, 308H, ... , 31CH. 
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16 

10 

16 

"';"';'c--'---'-_ A schematic circuit design of the UPP board to IBM-PC ISA bus 

connection. 

There are 15 modes in which the UPP counters can be operated. These are broken 

into basic groups containing 4 functions with the last group having only 3 

functions. The groups are: 

1) Counter/timer, pulse input functions: 

The four functions applied to a counter/timer with Sampling are Free-Running 

(FRS), INterval (INS), Up-Down (UDS), and GaTed (GTS) modes. 

2) Counterltimer, pulse output functions: 

The four functions applied to a counter/timer with Compare are Free-Running 

(FRC), INterval (INC), Pulse Width (PWC), and One Shot (OSC). 
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3) Special counter/timer functions: 

50% duty cycle counter/timer with Compare (FFC), Two Phase up-down 

Counter (TPC), Gated Timer/counter with Compare (GTC), and Combination 

Trigger One shot counter/timer (CTO). 

4) Shifter and pulse I/O: 

Shift InpuT (SIT), Shift OutpuT (SOT), and Shift Parallel Output (SPO). 

The modes which are particularly useful for digital control are shown in figure 2.9. 

These are the two phase up-down counter (TPC), the interval counter with 

compare (INC), and the pulse width timer with compare (PWC). A counter 

operated in the TPC mode can provide a count proportional to the position of a 

load so that the position can be compared with the required position. The 

position difference or error is input to a digital controller (a software algorithm). 

The output from the digital controller is a number which is placed in the compare 

register of a counter operated in the PWC mode. This counter outputs a PWM 

wave form. The time base (sampling interval) is provided by a timer/counter 

running in the INC mode. These three modes of operation are illustrated in Figure 

2.9. 

COUNTER 

(a) 



SYSTEM CLOCK 

COMPARE REGISTER 

SYSTEM CLOCK 

RESET COUNTER 

PWM OUTPUT 

(b) 

(c) 
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'Figure 2.9.lJPP operation modes which are used for digital controllers. These are 
(a) the two phase up-down counter (TPC), 
(b) the interval counter with compare (INC), 
(c) the pulse width timer with compare (PWC). 

The system clock signals operate at much higher frequencies than indicated in b & 

c, and the counter values are clocked up in small steps up to a maximum of 

65536. 

A Sacologic position transducer has two operating modes, In the first mode the 

resolution is 0,05 mm and the maximum velocity is 1 m/s. Alternatively the 

transducer may be operated with O.lmm resolution and a maximum velocity of 2 

m/s. The second mode is selected but as will be discussed in the following 

chapters the role of the controller is to keep the velocities below 1 mis, so that the 
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first mode may be used, despite the rig being capable of more than 1.2 m/s. As 

well as the quadrature position counts every O.Imm, a single datum position at the 

end of the 1.2m stroke is used for resetting the position registers. The position of 

the load is thus measured by a quadrature counter (TPC mode as described above). 

The valve spool position is controlled by 2 PWM wave forms, PWM+ and 

PWM- (Figure 2.6) which operate one at a time (PWC mode). The number of 

possible control actions is equal to the value stored in the compare register (Figure 

2.9c). However, the size of the compare register determines the pulse repetition 

frequency and if this is too low (i.e. too many possible control actions) the 

impulse frequency to the valve becomes audible. To avoid this undesirable 

operation the compare register has a value of only 240 and therefore, in this 

implementation, there are 480 possible control actions, where +240 corresponds 

to 40 rnA and -240 corresponds to -40 mA (valve rated current). To put this in 

perspective, if the rig is operating under proportional control with a position gain 

of 1, the valve comes out of saturation 24mm from the setpoint. This 

quantisation can be improved with hardware modifications or in software (refer 

chapter 6). 

For pressure measurement two of the 10 bit x 10 channels succeSSIve 

approximation A D converters are used. The transducers (strain gauges) are 

mounted directly beneath the servo valve for the measurement of both actuator 

pressures. 
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2. Software 

The software for that controls the hydraulic rig has been written in C. There are 

essentially two parts to the software. Firstly, the PC and UPP configuring 

routines that initialise the UPP registers and the necessary UPP functions, plus 

set the interrupt priorities on the PC. Secondly the control algorithm is called by 

a timed interrupt generated by the UPP's watchdog timer, which is described in 

Chapter 5. 

An extensive C library has been developed by technical staff' so that the UPP 

features are readily accessible via subroutine calls. For example, the software 

decoding needed to translate a UPP register to the appropriate 1/0 address space 

is shown in figure 2.10. This C subroutine simplifies the access to the UPP 

registers and isolates the engineer - programmer from the intricacies of the IBM

PC 1/0 address decoding problem. The use of C enabled the address split and bit 

shifting to be performed efficiently. It also allowed direct manipulation of the 

IBM-PC interrupts so that the highest priority is allocated to the UPP circuits. 

I Principally Mr Julian Murphy of the Mechanical Engineering Department, University of 

Canterbury. 
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#include "upp.h" 

VINT VPP Address(baseaddress,address) 

VINT address,baseaddress; 

{ 

int Isb; 

is b=address&OxO 1; 

address«=9; 

address&=OxfffcOO; 

addres s+=baseaddress +1 sb; 

return(address); 

/* Determine value of least significant bit */ 
/* Shift address right 9 places */ 
/* Mask out unwanted bits */ 
/* Add base address and Isb to the answer */ 
/* Return then result to calling program */ 
/* UPP AddressO * / 

C program to map the UPP address to the IBM-PC I/O address 

space 

The interrupt structure of the IBM-PC is not very flexible and a simple hardware 

header - shorting link scheme was used to allocate the interrupt channel in the 3 to 

7 range. Rotation of the interrupt handling chip's priority mask allows the UPP to 

be given the top priority. There are 3 sources of interrupt on each UPP chip. 

These are the watchdog timer, the AID finished, and an interrupt associated with a 

rising or falling edge on any of the pulse 1/0 signals. To restrict the total of 6 (3 

per UPP) interrupts to a single interrupt channel in the IBM-PC, the 6 interrupts 

from both lJPPs are wire ORed. The source of the interrupt is then identified by 

software polling in the interrupt handling subroutine which examines the internal 

. registers in each UPP. Care must be taken not to use an interrupt channel which is 

used to expand the interrupt structure in the IBM-AT and higher powered models 

or usage conflicts will occur. 

The user interface is an executable (DOS) program that allows the user to select a 

number of operation modes including a system flushing routine, that cycles the 

ram full stroke continuously until a keyboard interrupt is detected, a manual 

routine so that the load can be positioned by the keyboard, a proportional 

controller and a second alternative control algorithm. Reinitialising of the position 
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registers and changing the valve saturation limit can also be done in the executable 

program. The menu choices are: 

Initialise 

Flush 

Manual 

Proportional 

Advanced Controller 

Quit 

Entering the initialisation subroutine allows the user to reset the load position by 

causing a write to the UPP register that stores the position count The valve 

saturation may also be adjusted by setting an internal variable that is used for 

bounds checking before any change in the output from the UPP is instructed. 

To aid in cleaning the system and removing any entrained air before testing the 

controller software can sequence a series of extensions and retractions of the ram 

until a keyboard interrupt occurs. 

Manual control is possible using the up and down arrow keys on the computer 

keyboard. Also the signal to the valve may be set to zero using the space bar 

when the system operates in this mode. Manual control is used when attaching 

more weights and for demonstration purposes. 
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Proportional Controller 

When this mode of operation IS selected the rig is run under closed loop 

proportional control. The user is asked to specify a setpoint and position gain. 

An option to move to an initial position before initiating the step input is also 

available. The user may abort the test at any time except during the actual step 

response which is terminated after a preset time. The emergency stop buttons 

may be used in case of emergency. 

Advanced Controller 

As well as the proportional control algorithm the software has provision for a 

second controller which is called by a function call in the C program. Editing this 

controller must be done in the C source code. 

Exits from the Hydraulic Actuator Control Program. 

Completion of any subroutine calls returns the user to the main menu. 

The performance of the rig is most easily analysed by its response to a position 

step change in setpoint under a conventional control method. Using a simple 

proportional controller, test data was obtained which shows the wide range in 

system behavior and the high speed of response. Figure 2.11 shows the system 

response to a step change in setpoint causing the load to extend SOmm. Due to 

the actuator orientation the load travels downward (l.2m corresponds to fully 

extended). From the pressure response it can be seen that the pressure on the 
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piston side of the actuator falls to zero and cavitation occurs. Figure 12 is for 

the retraction case where the load now travels upwards 50mm. Noticeable 

between the two load responses is the difference in the degree of oscillations 

which is attributable to the area ratio (and therefore the direction dependent gain 

as discussed in Chapters 1, 3, and Appendix C). Also, in the retracting case there 

is no cavitation on either side of the actuator piston. Both tests are for a load of 

300 kg and supply pressure of 20 MPa. 
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Figure 2.12 Load retracting 50 mm under Proportional control. 
(a) Position response 
(b) Piston side pressure U, rod side pressure (----). 
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A comparison of the direction dependent nature of the drive is also possible by a 

comparison of the steady state velocities. Figure 2.13 compares the steady state 

velocities for a valve open fuBy positive, and fully open negative. For these tests 

the load has been reduced to 50 kg and the supply pressure is set to 14 MPa 

(rather than 20 MPa). Note that for an increase in supply pressure the steady 

state velocity increases. 

0,5 
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Comparison of steady state velocities 

More noticeable for the high speed (extending) velocity than the low speed case in 

Figure 2.13, is that the steady state velocity decreases with time. This is due to 

the accumulator discharging and the pump being unable to make up the oil leaving 

the accumulator. As the volume of oil decreases the supply pressure to the valve 

reduces and with it the maximum velocity attainable. This can be interpreted as a 

reduction in the system gain. This is verified in Chapter 3 when an expression for 

the system gain is derived and shown to be dependent on supply pressure. 

7 Conclusions 

The design, construction and interfacing of a digitally controlled electrohydraulic 

rig has been described. The rig includes a number of design features in a versatile 

structure so that loading conditions may be altered plus the hydraulic cylinder 

allows a number of circuit configurations to be easily tested. Low friction guiding 

has been achieved by using low cost nylon bearings and the effects of binding on 
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the guideways considered. A novel valve drive system has been described which 

contains the feature of inherent dither. 

All the problems generally associated with a hydraulic system namely; low 

damping, direction dependent gain and cavitation have been exhibited by the 

hydraulic rig. A proportional controller has been implemented using the Hitachi 

upp chip and, along with the valve drive circuit, direct digital control has been 

achieved. The problems encountered with the drive are common and, as is often 

the case, a more advanced control technique than a proportional controller is 

required to overcome these system problems. 



Mod 
a 

Power bond graphs are utilised to generate the necessmy system parameter 

relationships from which the system equations are developed and presented both as 

state equations and in tran~ferfunctionform. The models are verified by comparison 

with experimental data and the system characteristics are examined by analysing the 

mathematical model under steady state and transient conditions. 

3.1 uction 

The principal reason for developing a mathematical system model is to facilitate the 

development of a controller. In doing this the mathematical model is required in order 

that: 

'" performance capabilities and limitations are indicated; 

" the magnitudes of the physical system parameters are identified; 

" controller performance may be investigated and assessed; 

a model based controller can be implemented. 

Often, as is the case here, no single model can satisfy all these requirements. Whereas 

the model for parameter identification requires a high degree of correlation to the 
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physical system, the model that forms part of the controller must be formulated so 

that it can be implemented within computational constraints yet still adequately 

represent the system dynamics. Generally this form includes linear approximation 

and digital formulation for implementation by microprocessor. It is shown, however, 

that linearisation is unsuitable for hydraulic positioning systems, unless the valve 

operates in a smaIl region or the linear model is frequently updated. 

Power Bond Graphs (PBGs) are appropriate here for dynamic modelling as they 

indicate the number and type of relationships necessary to form a dynamic model. 

The actual equations used to describe the relationships remain unspecified and are 

determined by the analyst. The lack of specific equations allows the model to be 

readily adjusted, increasing complexity to improve model accuracy. 

In this chapter PBGs are applied to the modelling of the hydraulic system. The 

physical elements that require mathematical representation are analysed, and the 

equations that represent them are developed. 

Verification of the model form is achieved by comparison with experimental data. 

Power bond graph modelling is used to derive the system equations in a systematic 

manner. The methodology behind bond graphs is the schematic representation of 

dynamic power flow taking place in, and between, the components of the system. 

Simply stated, the speed of response of a loaded hydraulic system depends on the 

power consumption. By generating equations that describe the power flow, the 

necessary equations for dynamic analysis are obtained. 
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The formulation of system equations begins with an identification of the components 

of interest. Once the components are identified, the power flow is represented by 

lines indicating the direction of energy transfer. These lines are known as power 

bonds. It should be noted that attached to each power bond are two parameters, 

effort and flow, with power being the product of these. An interesting aspect of bond 

graphs, particularly when compared to other signal flow graphs, is the representation 

of a summing junction. Since each power bond represents two variables, two types of 

summingjunctions are required. The summation of flow is represented as a '0' and the 

summation of effort a '1'. The direction of power flow is represented by the half 

arrow heads and the cause-effect relationships by small lines at one end of the power 

bond, known as a causal bar. Other than power flowing from component to 

component, power can be dissipated as well as stored in capacitive and inductive 

elements. These are usually represented by the symbols R, C and I respectively. The 

technique is readily illustrated by an example. 

Example 

Consider the load which is comprised of a mass 1m and some friction which may be 

Coulomb, viscous, or a combination of the two. The bond graph for the load is shown 

below. 

Rf 

Fl 
1 _F_a -~-"'I 1 ---"'I 

X 

The relationships for the graph are: 

1m 

Fa = force from aCluator 
Ff = force Lo overcome friction Rf 
Fm = force LO accelerate load 1m 

Fa F/+Fm 
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Since the velocity dXmldt is common to each force, then the power flow into the 

summing node is equal to the power out of the node i.e. 

dXm = Pf dXm + Pm dXm 
dt dt dt 

Hence the bonds on the graph show these relationships. The actual relationships are 

determined by the analyst, but in this case the force Fm is determined from Newton's 

second law. 

while the friction force may have any form that is suitable. 

A more complete description of bond graph formulation applied to hydraulic systems 

is discussed by Barnard and Dransfield (1977) and by Dransfield (1987). 

The main advantage of bond graphs is that they are modular in nature; the bond graph 

for a cylinder is the same for any cylinder in any application. The development of a 

bond graph thus relies on the appropriate graphs being substituted for the appropriate 

components. Consequently this enables rapid formulation of equations, particularly 

in the case where components are used regularly, for example in hydraulic system 

design. A major advantage is that the model can begin in a simple form, becoming 

more complex as required by the designer. It should be stressed that power bond 

graphs indicate only causality and the number of equations required. The complexity 

of each component relation, remains the decision of the analyst. 
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Initially the components that affect the system response must be established, as with 

any modelling technique. The hydraulic system contains two circuits; a recirculating 

circuit for prefiltering the oil prior to use in the drive circuit, and a circuit which fills 

the accumulator before the oil is supplied to the actuator via the servo valve. To 

analyse the load response only the drive system need be considered. Furthermore, it 

is only necessary to begin modelling from a source, a point on the circuit whose state 

is independent of all others. The hydraulic accumulator acts as such a device since the 

pressure is approximately constant (at the system pressure), and independent of the 

oil supplied to the cylinder. In reality this is not strictly true. The accumulator 

pressure is slightly affected by the charge of oil in the accumulator since the pump 

attempts to maintain the accumulator at a constant charge but is unable to meet the 

maximum demand. The extent of the pressure variation is determined by the size and 

precharge of the accumulator, and the duty cycle of the actuator. The operation of the 

accumulator is easily modelled but it is convenient, and reasonable for small setpoint 

changes, to consider it as a source. Effectively this means that the components before 

the accumulator do not affect the system response. It is only the subsequent devices 

that require mathematical representation to fonn a dynamic model,n.amely the high 

pressure filter, piping, control valve, and cylinder. If the pressure drop through the 

pipe work and across the filter is considered negligible, then the components of 

interest reduce to the servo valve, cylinder and load, as shown in Figure 3.1. 
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Servovalve 

Ps 

---""'--__ Components requiring mathematical modelling: valve, cylinder and load. 

Bond Graph 

The bond graph describing the power flow from the accumulator to the load is shown 

in Figure 3 The form of the individual bond graphs is shown in Appendix B. 
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!-1 
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Qs 

Rsy(Xv) 

Py 
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.--------~O 
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Figure 3.2 Power Bond Graph for valve, cylinder and load. 

3.3.1 Equations and Relationships 

Xm 

As already mentioned the power bond graph only depicts the power flow through the 

system and therefore indicates the number and type of relationships required. The 

analyst must determine how these relationships should be described by considering 

the required model complexity and accuracy. 

Friction 

There are a number of situations where friction exists in the hydraulic drive. For 

heavy loads the most significant element may be the guideways that support the load. 

Although the rig under analysis has guides these are vertically mounted and exist only 

to guide with no load carrying capacity. Contact between the bearings and the 

guideways does exist but the use of smooth guide rods and low friction bearings 

minimises any resistive forces. Other contributing factors are the movement of both 

the piston in the cylinder and the rod through the gland seal. 
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Depending on the type of contact made friction may be viscous from lubricated 

contact, coulomb where components are in direct contact, or a combination of the 

two. 

F F F 

v v 

Vi scou s fri cti on Coulomb friction Static friction 

Figure 3.3 Possible friction models. 

During the movement of the rod the contact is almost certainly lubricated, but for a 

stationary load there is likely to be a stiction effect and this is confirmed by 

experiment (Figure 3.4). 

The motion of the load may be described by the equation 

ImXm+FJ +Im g = Ay Py- Az pz 

where; 

1m inertial load, 

Xm load position 

Ff frictional force, 

g gravity, 

.f{y cylinder area piston side, 

Az cylinder area rod side. 

(3.1) 
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As both pressure terms can be measured it is possible to estimate the form of Ff, the 

friction term, by experiment. If a range of constant control signals are applied to the 

system, both positive and negative, the acceleration is effectively zero and the friction 

force is easily obtained from equation 3.1. 

1000~------------~---------------~--------------~ 

500 

-500 ··;·0·········· 

o 

-lOOO~----~~------c--~ ........... --~--------~------~-------~ 
-0.6 -0.4 -0.2 o 0.2 0.4 0.6 

velocity (sec) 

'--<;;,..;...;....;;.... __ Friction force versus velocity. (0) data, (-) model. 

Figure 3.4 contlrms both static and VISCOUS effects are present and a degree of 

direction dependence is noticeable due to the pressure being higher when the load is 

retracting. In order to fonn a symmetric mathematical model, the coefficient of 

viscous friction is taken to be constant and equal to 1667 Ns/m and the static friction 

term is 100 N. Friction is represented by a combination of these effects and appears 

to approximate the experimental results welL The mathematical model is: 

Ff K.tXm+sign(Xm)Fu (3.2) 

where 

Kf coefficient of viscous friction 

FII static friction force 
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The relationship between the input current and valve flow may be described by either 

a first order lag or quadratic lag, depending on the frequencies of interest (Thayer 

1965). This however does not adequately describe the nonlinear characteristics of the 

valve. An alternative is to represent the current to spool position transfer function 

(torque motor, flexure ami, spool inertia etc.) as a simple lag which allows the valve 

nonlinearities to included in the function of spool position to valve flow. The 

significant nonlinear effects include: 

saturation 

" threshold 

@ hysteresis 

.. spool lap 

The most significant effect is the saturation of the valve. The valve opening is finite 

and becomes independent of coil current beyond the rated current for the valve. The 

spool lap also has a significant role (particularly when the valve is operating around 

the null) as it affects positional accuracy and erroneous modelling will produce errors 

in the predicted position error. 

Flow through the valve depends on the spool position and the pressure drop across 

the valve. Because of the clearances that exist in a spool valve there is leakage across 

the ports. Failure to include the leakage results in a model which does not predict 

drift from the setpoint. This is particularly important with a vertically mounted 

actuator and a heavy load as the cylinder is pressurised due to gravity and the 

resulting pressure imbalance produces leakage. Leakage flow has been modelled as 

being independent of the spool position but dependent on the pressure drop across 

the port. Valve leakage is described as a laminar flow action and depends on the 

pressure drop rather than the square root of the pressure drop. Information on the 
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extent ofleakage is provided in manufactures' catalogues. Generally, it is 3% of rated 

flow and is a maximum at null. Alternatively simulated results of load movement with 

zero control signal can be compared to experimental data to provide a good indication 

of leakage. Flow through the control ports is otherwise modelled as if the orifice has 

sharp edges and the valve flow expressed using the orifice flow equation. Hence the 

model for the valve is; 

{ Klv[(Ps 

Kv Xv,jPs - Py, Xv> t: 

Qy Py) (Py - Pe)], t: ~ Xv S t: 

Kv Xv,jPy - Pe, Xv < t: 

{ Klv[(Ps 

(3.3) 
KvXv."jPz-Pe, Xv> E 

Qz pz) (pz - Pe)], - E ~ Xv S E 

Kv Xv,j Ps - Pz, Xv< E 

where, 

Ps pressure before the valve 

Pe exhaust pressure 

Qy,z valve flow 

Klv valve leakage coefficient 

Kv valve flow coefficient 

Xv spool position 

£ valve lap 

The valve flow coefficient Kv is taken to be a constant however this may vary by up 

to 200% near null (Thayer 1965). Under steady state conditions the flow through the 

valve is responsible for the actuator velocity plus any leakage. 

Vm Ay = Xv Kv~Ps - Py - Kl(Py - Pz) + e(t) 

where Vm is the load velocity and e(t) a noise term and assumed random, 

also 

(3.4) 
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VmAz == XvKv-J pz - Pe + Kl( Py - Pz) + e(t) 

Adding equation (3.4) and (3.5), 

Vm(Ay+Az) XVKv-Jpz-Pe +XvKv-vPs-Py +2e(t) 

hence the leakage tenn is eliminated and Kv may be found from; 

Vm(Ay+ Az) 2 ( ) Kv== + e t 
Xv(-Jpz - Pe + -VPs - Py) 

(3.5) 

X10-8 
1.4~------~·---------~--------~---------~---------. 
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Figure 3.5 Estimation of the valve flow coefficient, Kv 

From Figure 3.5 the valve flow constant is 1.275xl0-8 (mJ/mA s) which falls within 

the manufacture's specifications, 

The information on the valve leakage obtained from the manufactures' catalogues 

(measured from supply to tank with the control pOliS blocked) has provided a 
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reasonable estimate for the valve leakage, but the cylinder leakage is more difficult to 

determine. It may be determined experimentally using a ramp input signal and flow 

meters, as described by Watton and Al-Baldawi (1991), or alternatively by 

comparison of experimental to simulated pressure fluctuations. The comparison of 

simulated pressure data due to a step response with experimental data indicates that 

the cylinder leakage has a negligible influence on the system response, and it can thus 

be ignored. 

Bulk Modulus 

The bulk modulus of the oil is dependent on the type of oil being used, the 

temperature and pressure. Generally, the oil temperature is approximately constant 

in a working hydraulic system and the effect of pressure is minimal. Far more 

significant is the effect of entrained air and airation of the oil; typically hydraulic oil 

contains 10% air by volume. Values for bulk modulus in mineral oils range from 1000 

- 2000 MPa. However, under cavitation conditions the value is effectively zero. The 

bulk modulus affects the system natural frequency (c.f. Chapter One). This fact may 

be used to estimate the bulk modulus value by comparing the system response data 

with the simulated response. The value of bulk modulus used in the simulations is 

adjusted until the frequency of the oscillations coincides with the measured value. 

The bulk modulus estimated by this method is 1650 MPa. 

Under cavitation conditions the bulk modulus is effectively zero and, consequently, 

the pressure does not fall any lower than the critical pressure (taken to be zero Pa). 

Hence, the obvious approach to modelling cavitation is to set the load pressure at zero 

until the computed value once again becomes positive. Although this makes no 

allowance for the formation of cavities in the oil, the errors are typically small and this 

simple model is a suitable representation of cavitation. Mcloy (1969-70) uses a 

technique that allows for cavity formation but also suggests that its effect on model 
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perfonnance is minimal and rarely justified. The occurrence of cavitation is discussed 

in the section on model analysis. 

From the bond graph and the relationships discussed in the previous section, the 

system equations are contained in Table 3.1 

Ps = constant 
Pe = constant 

. 1 J . Xm=- Fmdt+Xm(O) 
1m 

Py = ~ J i1Qy dt + Py(O) 
Cy 

pz = _1 J i1Qz dt + Pz(O) 
Cz 

if Xv = 0 Qsy (Msy)Klv 

if.Xv> 0 Qsy = Kv Xv i1Psy 2 
iLXv<O Qsy 0 

ifXv=O Qsz (Msz)Klv 
if Xv > 0 Qsz 0 

if Xli < 0 Qsz KvlXvl@sz2 

if Xv = 0 Qye (Mye)Klv 
if Xv > 0 Qye 0 

1 

if Xv < 0 Qye Kv IXvl i1pye2 

if Xv = 0 Qze (Mze)Klv 
1 -

if Xv > 0 Qze Kv Xv i1pze 2 

if Xv < 0 Qze 0 

Ff = sign(Xm)Fu+ KfXm 

Table 1 System Equations 

Qya = XmAy 

Fy = PyAy 

Qza XmAz 

Fz = pz Az 

Qs Qsy+Qsz 

Msy Ps Py 

Qy = Qsy Qye 

Mye Py Pye 

Qe Qye+Qze 

Qz = -Qsz + Qze 

Msz Ps Pz 

i1Qy Qy Qya - Qla 

i1Qz = Qza Qz + Qla 

Fa Fy Fz 

Fm=Fa Ff 

Auxiliary Equations 

Xm = J Xm dt+ Xm(O) 

Vy(O) + AyXm 
Cy 

(3 

Cz = Vz(O) + Az (L - Xm) 
{3 

Xv to be specified 
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To complete the model, the parameters are obtained from manufactures' catalogues or 

experimental analysis and are summarised in SI units: 

Valve 

Flow coefficient 

Leakage coefficient 
Effective Overlap 
Natural frequency 
Damping ratio 

Cylinder 

Piston side area 

Rod side area 
Leakage coefficient 
Stroke 

Friction 
Static friction coefficient 
Viscous friction coefficient 

Oil 
Bulk Modulus 
Supply Pressure 
Exhaust Pressure 

Load 
mass 

gravity 

Table 3.2 System Parameters 

., 
1.275x105 m~s.PaO.5 
2.5xlO-ll m3/s.Pa 
3% 
70 
0.9 

2.027xlO-3 m2 

0.887xlO-3 m2 

zero 
1.2 m 

lOON 
1667 Ns/m 

1665 MPa 
14 MPa to 20 MPa (adjustable) 
OMPa 

50 kg to 300 kg (approx. 17 kg steps) 

9.81 m/s2 
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Rearranging the equations of Table 3.1 permits a more concise description of the 

system with state variables Vm Xm Py and 

For Xv positive, 

and for Xv negative 

Vm = PyAy - PzAz - sign(Vm )Fu - KjVm 
1m 

Xm=Vm 

?y = (Qsy - VmAy)f3 
Vy(O) + AyXm 

?z = (VmAz - Qze )13 
Vz(O) + Az(L-Xm) 

. PyAy - PzAz sign(Vm)Fu - KjVm 
Vm = --=--=----~~'--~---='---

Xm Vm 

Py 
(-Qye- VmAy)f3 

Vy(O) + AyXm 

1m 

?z = (VmAz + Qsz )13 
Vz(O) + Az(L - Xm) 

Where the flow variables (Qsy, Qye, Qsz, Qze) are as defined in Table 3.1. 

Xv the additional state is described by a quadratic lag as discussed. 

3 .. 5 Model Verification 

(3.6a) 

(3.6b) 

The accuracy of the model is verified by applying to the nonlinear model the same 

control sequence as was generated by operating the experimental rig under 

proportional control. As can be seen from Figure 3.6 the model correctly predicts the 

oscillatory response and the error is small, eventually becoming significant as the time 

approaches 0.3 seconds. 
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Comparison of experimental data (--) to model prediction( -). 

(a) load velocity (b) pressure piston side (c) pressure rod side 

Model 

Linearisation of the state equations inevitably produces errors in the predicted values 

of the states, but are often derived for controller development. It is therefore worth 

while to examine the extent of errors caused by this linearisation. 

Significant nonlinearities of the system include the pressurelflow relationship, and 

friction of the load which may be simplified to viscous only without any significant 

degradation of the model as the coulomb component of friction is small in comparison 

to the actuating forces. As already mentioned, linearising the flow equation is often 

necessary in controller development and the equation derivations may be found from a 
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number of sources. Watton (1989) for example develops linear equations for a 

number of spool laps. The technique for a critically lapped spool is repeated below. 

Recalling the equations for the servo valve flow with positive spool position, 

Qy Kv Xv -JPs - Py 

Qz:::: KvXv 

where Qy and Qz is the flow through they and z ports of the cylinder. 

Now consider a small perturbation, 

(Qy + 8Qy) Kv(Xv+ OXv)~Ps -(Py + 8Py) 

(Qz + 8Qz) == Kv(Xv + OXv)~(Pz + 8Pz) 

Using a Taylor series expansion, 

where, 

8Qy:::: KqyOXv+ Kpy8Py 

8Qz KqzOXv - Kpz8Py 

dQ
y = Kv-JPs - Pyo 

(}Xv Pyo 

Qyo 

Xvo 

dQz I = Kv.-.) pzo 
(}Xv Pyo 

Qzo 

Xvo 

dQy = -KvXvo 

dPy Xvo 2-J Ps - Pyo 

-Qyo 

2(Ps - Pyo) 

dQz = KvXvo 

dPy Xvo 2.-.) Pzo 

QlO 

2Pzo 
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where Xvo is the steady state valve opening, Pyo and Pzo are the operating point 

pressures and 0'0 and Qzo are the operating point flows. 

Thus 

Qy = Kqy OXv + Kpy oPy 

Qz = Kqz (5)(v - Kpz opz 

For negative spool positions, similar equations can be derived; 

Qy = Kqy OXv Kpy oPy 

Qz Kqz (5)(v + Kpz opz 

and 

dQy 
Kqy Kv~Ps-Pyo 

dXv Pya 

Qyo 
= 

Xvo 

KqZ dQzl 
dXv Pya 

Kv.J Pzo 

Qzo 
= 

Xvo 

Kpy 
dQy -KvXvo 

dPy 
Xvo 

-Qyo 
= 

2(Ps - Pyo) 

Kpz 
dQz KvXvo 

dPy Xvo 2.JPz~ 

Qzo 

2Pzo 

With this linearised form of the valve flow the equations may easily be rewritten in 

state space form. The valve porting still presents a problem in that the flow 

equations change with the sign of the spool position but this is conveniently solved 

by forming two models; one for positive spool positions and the other for negative 

spool positions. The effects of the null are ignored for simplicity. 
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Substituting in 3.6 a and b yields: 

For Xv positive, 

and for Xl} negative, 

· PyAy-PzAz (sign(Fu) + KjVm) 
Vm = -------'-------'--

1m 

Xm=Vm 

Py 
(KqyXv KpyPy - VmAy)f3 

Vy(O) + AyXm 

pz = ..;;..(V_lnA_z_-_K_q_,x_v_+_K_p_zP_z-,-)f3=
Vz(O)+Az(L Xm) 

· PyAy - PzAz (sign(Fu) + KjVm) 
Vm = ----~--'-------'-

1m 

Xm Vm 

· (-KqyXv + KpyPy - VlnAy)f3 
Py= .. _--'--

pz 

Vy(O) + AyXm 

(VmAz + Kq,xv KpzPz)f3 

Vz(O)+Az(L Xm) 

... ,' 

Dunlop and Hampson (1992) using this derivation showed that although the variables 

Kp and Kq could be chosen so that the modelled response for the load retracting is 

good, the modelled response using the same values for the extending is not very 

accurate. 

If friction is ignored then the steady state pressures are independent of spool position 

and consequently the flow constants, Kqy and Kqz, are determined by the operating 

point alone. Typical valve characteristics are shown in Figure 3.7. The dependence 

of Kpy and Kpz on the spool operating point suggest significant variations in this term 

from zero at the null to a maximum value corresponding to the saturated signal. 

Updating the pressure constants is reasonable for velocity servos, however a 
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positional servo uses the entire range of spool positions and for this reason the 

linearised model is unable to accurately represent the physical system. Improved 

petformance is achieved by updating the model with changes in the operating 

condition and if this is frequent, the performance will tend to that of the simplified 

nonlinear model. 

100~--------~·----------~-~--~===-~----------~ 

50 

:s: 0 
~ 
] 
c o 

CJ -50 '-:-~<.".: ... ~ 5n% . 
-'~ 7 5%"------- ~ 

--100~··~--··------'----------~·-------------~--------~ 
100 --50 o 50 100 

Load Pressure drop (% supply) 

Figure 3.7 Typical valve characteristics 

As an alternative to linearising the flow equation, friction may be idealised and a 

transfer function for valve spool position to load position derived. This provides an 

easy and accurate representation of the position response. 

ealised ransfer Fu ction 

In order to develop a useful set of equations the poris of the valve are associated with 

the cylinder and a transfer function for spool position to load velocity is derived. 
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Ignoring the valve lap and valve leakage flow, 

{ 
Kv Xv-JPs - Py, Xv ~ 0 

Qy= 
KvXv-JPy-Pe, Xv<O 

{
KVXv-JPz-pe, Xv~O 

Qz 
Kv Xv-Jps - Pz, Xv < 0 (3.8) 

Applying Newton's second law, assuming only viscous friction, and ignoring coulomb 

friction yields: 

so that 

1m Xm = PyAy PzAz KjVm 

Py = -l-(lmXm + KtXm + PiAz) 
Ay 

Continuity requires that 

and 

or 

Thus 

Qy = AyXm+ '1 Py+ Kla(Py Pz) 

Qz Vz . ( ) AzXm -pz+Kla Py-pz 
f3 

Pz = t)XmAz+Kla(py- Pz) -Qz) 

Qy=AyXm+ Vy (IrnXm + KtXm + PZAz) + Kla(Py Pz) 
f3Ay 

Combining the above equations yields 

Qy AyXm+ Vy (Irnxm+K/xm + f3Az (AzXm + Kla(PY - Pz) QZ)) + Kla(Py- Pz) 
f3Ay Vz 
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The cylinder leakage flow is small in comparison to the flow through the valve except 

when the valve is operating in the deadband. Ignoring the leakage terms (Kla-'tO) the 

equation can be rearranged: 

Az Vy . Vy (... .. f3AZ2.) 
Qy+---Qz=AyXm+-- ImXm+KjXm+--Xm 

VzAy f3Ay Vz 

Now both flows, Qy and Qz are functions of Xv the spool displacement and the 

actuator pressures Py and Pz. 

( 
-J Vy Az -V '1 . Vy (... .. f3Az2. J 

Xv KvPs - Py + --KvPz - Pe 1= AyXm + --I ImXm + KjXm + --Xm 
Ay Vz ) f3Ay\ Vz 

If the coefficient of Xv is assumed to be constant, the Laplace transform may be taken 

and hence for Xv positive (Xv+) 

X ( ){ 
Vylm 3 VyKf 

m s --s + 
f3Ay f3Ay 

+ (Vy AZ2 + AyJS} 
Ay Vz 

Dividing by the coefficient of s3 and rearranging in transfer function form, 

Similarly for Xv negative (X)F) 
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f3Ay KV..J Py _ Pe + f3Az 
VyIm VzIm 

3 Kf 2 (f3Az2 f3Ay2) 
S +-s + --+-- s 

1m VzIm Vylm (3.9) 

Hence, the relationship between valve signal and load position can be expressed as a 

quadratic lag plus an integrator, 

with, 

OJ = 
" 

Kf 
( 

2lmw" 

{K. 
K 

lKr 

Xm(s) _ Kw; 

Xv(s) - (S2 +2(w" +w;)s 
(3.10) 

Py + KvAzVy.fPi 
Xv~O 

+ Az2Vy (3.11,a,b,c,d) 
+ KvAzVy..jSPs - pz 

Xv<O 
AlVz+Az2Vy 

Hence, as discussed in Chapters 1 and 2 the system has a variant natural frequency 

and damping ratio plus a gain which is direction and load dependent. Appendix C 

shows how equation 3.11 c and d may be used to obtain a system with a constant 

gam. 
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By considering the idealised form of the system in the absence of cylinder leakage, the 

system is of type 1 (equation 3 10). From the relationships developed a steady state 

and dynamic analysis is possible. 

Analysis of the dynamic characteristics, natural frequency and damping ratio, IS 

possible from equations 3.11. Clearly both parameters are dependent on load and 

load position. Figures 3.8 shows the effect of position and payload on the natural 

frequency. 

300~----~·------~--------~-------~------~--·----~ 

250 

\ 
,50 kg 

... ", ..... . 

\ 

-- . -.,: ' --
50 

- -.--: 

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 

load position (m) 

Figure 3.8 Effect of load position on natural frequency. 
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A similar effect is noticeable for the damping ratio which is inversly proportional to 

the load and the natural frequency as shown in Figure 3.9. The low damping ratio 

shown in Figure 3.9 indicats the likelihood of an oscillatory step response. 

Steady State Analysis 

It can be seen, from eqn. 3.11 c and d that the system gain is dependent on actuator 

pressure and area. Although volume appears in the expression, the gain is independent 

ofload position as would be expected. The steady state values may be determined by 

considering the steady state pressures in the system. Neglecting friction and leakage 

simplifies the analysis. 

Under steady state conditions, 

PyAy PzAz lmg (3.12) 

and 
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Qy Qz 

Ay Az 

substituting equations (3.8) and (3.12) into this equation yields 

XvKv ')Ps-Py = XvKv !PyAy+lmg 
Ay Az ~ Az 

where Pe is taken to be zero. Squaring both sides 

PyAy+glm _ Ps-Py 

and thus 

For the retracting case 

squaring both sides 

and thus 

AZ2 - Al 

Py = PsAz
3 

- glmAy2 (extending) 
A/+Az3 

XvKv r- XvKv 
---yPy = 

Ay Az 

PsAz - PyAy - gIm Py 

Az3 Al 

Py _ PsAzAl .... gImAl (retracting) 
Az

3 + A/ 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

Substituting the expressions for Py and pz at steady state conditions into the gain 

detined in equation (3.11 c) and simplifying will find the steady state gain. 

Alternatively using the valve flow equation and l'=QIA, 

Vm Kv.) Ps - Py 

Xv Ay 

substituting for Py from above 

Vm I PS( Ay 3 + Az 3
) - PsAz 3 + gImAl 

Xv =KV~-.. (A/+A z3)Al 
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hence, 

PsAy+glm 
K e = K v 1----,---"-::-

ss Al+Az3 

similarly for the retracting case, 

Vm _ KV{PY 
Xv Ay 

Vm = Kv PsAzAl- glmAl 

Xv (A Z3 + Al)Al 

hence, 

Kr = Kv PsAz - glm 
ss (AZ 3+Al) 

The ratio of steady state gain for extension and retraction is therefore, 

KEss PsAy + lmg 

KRss PsAz -lmg 

As discussed in chapter 1 for low supply pressures and heavy loads, cavitation is 

guaranteed for extension of the ram for steady state conditions. Considering equation 

3.13 and solving for the load that causes a steady state pressure on the piston side of 

the actuator to be zero, the maximum load that will not cavitate the cylinder for a 

range of supply pressures is calculated as shown in Figure 3.10. It is also worth 

noting from eqn. 3.13 and 3.14 that the steady state pressure is independent of spool 

position and therefore independent of velocity. However, this is only true if friction 

is ignored. 
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Figure 3.10 Maximum load versus supply pressure for no steady state 
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Conclusions 

350 

A nonlinear model that shows close agreement to the experimental data has been 

developed. By analysing the valve linearisation, it is concluded that linearisation 

about a single operating point is insufficient to represent the entire range of spool 

positions. This was substantiated by the findings of Dunlop and Hampson (1992) 

whose results are given in Appendix B. An idealised model has also been derived 

which explains the direction dependent gain noticeable from the data presented in 

Chapter This phenomena is common in many hydraulic installations. The 

idealised model also offers valuable insight into the system type and behavior, in 

particular the effects of parameter variations. 



State 

The model developed in Chapter 3 can now be used to determine the optimum state 

trajectories, or the optimum response, for the system due to a change in position 

setpoint. This is achieved by minimising a cost fUllctioll, the integral of the error 

variance. Generating the trajectories involves the sol/(tioll of a two-point boundGlY

value problem by means of gradient techniques. F ollr test cases are analysed. 

uction 

The reason for calculating the optimal trajectories is to obtain a benchmark for the 

pelformance capabilities of the hydraulic drive so that comparisons with other 

controllers can be made. Firstly an error index expression which gives a measure of 

the quality of the plant peIformance must be chosen, for example the integral of the 

squared error. This is application dependent but since the step responses of 

positioning systems are being analysed, a minimum variance has been chosen. Not 

only is it desirable to minimise the error between the setpoint and the system output 

but constraints should be imposed on the states. Some are necessary for the 

operation of the experimental instrumentation, such as the speed limit of the 

transducer, and others which could be ignored, but in doing so would reduce the life of 

the hydraulic components. Pressure peaks, for example, should be constrained to 

below system pressure or the rig design pressure. Furthermore the minimum pressure 

should not fall below zero as this would initiate cavitation leading to the subsequent 

damage of components. The inclusion of a cross-pOli relief module with make-up 

check valves eliminates both of the pressure problems but the intention is to examine 
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the possibility of a controller which avoids these undesirable conditions without the 

need for extra hydraulic components. Consequently the optimisation includes 

constraints on the velocity, pressure and a further inclusion of zero overshoot which 

is a common requirement in many engineering applications (tool positioning for 

example). In conjunction with the state constraints, the control is bounded so as to 

include the effects of valve saturation. Such constraints on the range of the state 

variables are known as inequality constraints. 

A number of methods exist for finding the optimum state trajectories (referred to as 

extremals) with bounds on the control and with inequality constraints. The most 

popular method is the calculus of variations which is used in this chapter. 

Initially the necessary conditions for a maxima., the Euler-Lagrange equations, are 

derived and then the minimum principle and Pontryagin's equations are introduced so 

that the control input constraints may be managed. The inequality constraints are 

developed and a number of techniques for solution investigated. The chapter 

concludes with the optimal state trajectories for four test cases being examined. 

Test case 1: 300kg extension 50mm from midstroke 

Test case 2: 300kg retraction 50mm from midstroke 

Test case 3: 50kg extension 50mm from midstroke 

Test case 4: 50kg retraction 50mm from midstroke 

As the minimum natural frequency occurs at approximately the midstroke and low 

natural frequencies generally are associated with being difficult to control, it is 

appropriate to consider step responses about this point. The effect of other 

positions is simply to increase the natural frequency and this effect is covered by the 

different loading conditions. Only a small step change in setpoint is considered as 

large values simply lead to valve saturation and supply pressure variations. The step 
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is large enough however, for the valve to saturate if this can be achieved without 

violating the system constraints. The results of these test cases are discussed at the 

end of this chapter. 

Derivation of the optimal state trajectories for a position step requires a definition of 

what is considered optimum. In the case of a positioning servo system, it is 

appropriate that the performance index (or cost function) reflects the error between 

the system output and the setpoint with the general criteria being to reach the 

setpoint in minimum time. Various performance or error indexes are used in the 

literature; an error index being the integral of an error measure over a control interval 

I.e. 

(iii) fl4it (iv) f tl4it 
o o 

where e setpoint output. 

Performance index (i) is known as the integral square error criterion (ISE) and, as the 

name suggests, is the square of the error integrated over some time interval. A 

quadratic error measure of this sort gives positive weighting to both positive and 

negative differences and effectively weights larger error more heavily. Index (iii) is 

similar but all errors are weighted equally. Index (ii) and (iv) weight the error with 

time such that initial large errors are weighted lightly but increases with time so the 

steady state error rapidly decreases to zero. Although all the performance indexes 

discussed above will achieve the objectives and obtain the same trajectories, the 

associated cost will of course depend on the index used. Due to its popularity and its 

quadratic nature (which aids convergence as the optimum is approached), the ISE 

criterion is used with modification to incorporate the state inequality constraints. 
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The optimal state trajectories are found by formulating a classical optimisation 

problem, the objective of which is to compute a set of control actions such that the 

performance index, or cost function, is minimised, while simultaneously satisfying the 

plant dynamics (state equations). In general the object is to minimise, 

If 

e f H(x(t), u(t),t) dt 
(4.1) 

subject to x(t) = f(x(t), u(t),t) where, 

H is a scalar function which may be non-quadratic and time varying, 

u m-vector of controls 

x n-vector function which may be nonlinear and time varying 

The constraints may be rewritten as x(t) f(x(t),u(t),t) 0 and so the minimsation 

of the cost function is considered to be subject to equality constraints. Hence the 

problem is to find the extremals u*(t) and x*(t) over the closed interval [to,td subject 

to satisfying the state equations. 

This constrained optimisation problem may be expressed as an unconstrained 

problem by introducing Lagrange multipliers, (c.r Merriam 1964), and introducing the 

constrained error index; 

If 

ec f Hc(x, u,A,t)dt 
(4.2) 

where; 

He (x(t), x(t), u(t), A(t ),t) = H( x(t), u(t), t) + ,f (t)( f( x(t), u(t), t) - x(t)) 

A = n-vector of Lagrange multipliers 
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The new optimal control problem is to find the extremals of ec, u*(/) x*(t) x * (t) and 

A * (t) over the closed control interval [to,t.f], where the subscript * denotes the values 

at the extremals. 

To develop the necessary conditions for the extremals of the fixed timel problem of 

eqn( 4.1) a functional minimisation approach is used. Following the derivation by 

Speedy et at (1970): Let x(t) ,j(t) IT(t) and I(t) be functions defined over the 

interval so that functions in the neighbourhood of extremals may be defined by, 

x(t)=x*(t)+17x(t) 

x( t) = x * (t) + 17*( t) 

u(t) u * (t) + (ti(t) 

A(t) = A * (t) + ~~(t) 

where, 17, 'and ~ are small numbers. 

u 
(a) 

Optimal control function. u* 

Neighbouring control function, u 

o 
---

x 

(b) 

o 

(4.3) 

1 Conditions for extremals over a variable time interval may also be found but this adds unnecessary 

complexity to the problem. 
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(c) 

(d) 

Il 
X 

o 

* 

Figure 4.1 (a), (b), (c) and (d) Extremal and neighbouring control, state, state 

derivative and costate functions 

The extremum is defined by the point at which, 

* 
1
. e-e 
In1 c c o 

£-;0 E 

where, 

I 

E = ( 172 + C + ~ 2 F 

(4.4) 

Let ec be evaluated by a first order Taylor series expansion in function space about 

the extremals. 

If 

f {H
* - TH* :. THo r- 'fH* j:;:; TH" 1,., ec = c + 17x ex + 17X eX + SU Cit + "fI- CA Jt (4.5) 

where, 
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aHe aHc aHe 
(JX 

1 du! a~ 
Hex ,Hd: = 

aHe 
, Heu ,H).= c 

aHc 

dx" (JX 
" 

dun aA" (4.6) 

Substituting 4.5 into 4.4 

1· Iff{17 (-TII* :"TH*.) t; -TH* !l:::TH*}d 
1m x ex + X ex + U eu + '" c). t 

1'. .... 0 E E E 
I. (4.7) 

F or this limit to tend to zero, each component of the integral must tend to zero 

independently. It therefore follows that; 

o 

t{ f fiTH: dt= 0 
to 

t{ 

fiTH; dt= 0 
to (4.8,a,b,c) 

Integrating 4.8a by parts, the necessary condition becomes 

t{( * ) f -TH' _-TdHd: d [-TH,.]l f 
X ex X t + X eX dt 10 

to 

o (4.9) 

It is necessary that the components of eqn. 4.9 be independently zero, i.e. 

(4.10) 

and 
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(4.11) 

As u and A are arbitrary functions the necessary conditions for the extremals 

.. 'J" , u and /l, are; 

(I) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

=0 

_ dH:" =0 
dt 

control equations 

state equations 

Euler-Lagrange or costate equations 

transversality condition 

(4. 12,a,b,c,d) 

Not surprisingly one of the necessary conditions for an extremum of ec is that the 

state equations are satisfied, the initial conditions of which are specified, and thus the 

extremals of ec are identical to those of e subject to the equality constraints. The 

Euler-Lagrange equations result in a fUliher 11 set of differential equations that 

determine the Lagrange multipliers, with the transversality conditions providing the 

final value of the Lagrange multipliers. With 211 differential equations, half of which 

have initial conditions and half with final values specified, the result is the ubiquitous 

two-point boundary-value problem (TPBVP). For systems with linear equations and 

quadratic error measures, the TPBVP may be circumvented by solving a Hamilton

Jacobi partial differential equation or a matlix Riccati differential equation. 

Unfortunately the high degree of nonlinearities in the system rules out any 

linearisation (c.f Chapter 2) and so necessitates the use of a computer and numerical 

methods. Furthermore the constraint imposed on the state variables and bounds on 

the control further complicate the problem. The control bound has been dealt with in 

the preceding section so the constraints on the state variables are now examined. 
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Although eqns. 4.12 are the necessary equations to find the extremals difficulty arises 

in satisfYing condition 0), H:u = 0 when the control signal is bounded as is the case of 

the hydraulic selVo system. This may be overcome by applying the Minimum 

Principle of Pontryagin et al (1962). According to this principle, in the situation 

where condition (i) cannot be satisfied within the control bounds, the control signal 

takes a value at one end of its particular range. 

Defining a Hamiltonian as 

J{ (x(t),It(t), u(t ),t) == H( x(t )u(t)) + itT (t)f( x(t), u(t),t) (4.13) 

or 

hence substituting for He in the previous conditions, Pontryagins equations are: 

(i) H* =J{*=O cu u control equations 

Oi) H" 
d 

J{*-X*-O .:t - state equations 

(iii) H" 
eX 

dH:x =J{* +1* =0 
dt x 

adj oint equations 

(iv) [Xli··r eX 10 
-[xxt =0 transversality conditi on (4.14 a,b,c,d) 

Although they result in exactly the same set of conditions as the Euler-Lagrange 

equations, the constrained error measure He and the Hamiltonian J{take on different 

values along the extremals. Whereas Hc*= H* since the state equations are satisfied, 

the Hamiltonian, provided it is not an explicit function of time, takes on the value 

J{*=constant. 



Differentiating the Hamiltonian with respect to time; 

d 

dt 

= at 
and provided Uis not an explicit function of time, 

and 

d . 
-J{ =0 
dt 

J( constant 

Optimal State Trajectories 

Whereas if the control is unconstrained the condition for optimality is; 

au =0 
au 

When the control is constrained to lie within an admissible region, Pontryagin et at 

(1962) showed that the stationarity condition must be replaced by the more general 

condition 

J{ x ,U ,It ,t ~ J{ x ,U, It ,t (***) (* *) 
for all admissible u. 

This optimality requirement is Pontryagin's minimum principle: "the Hamiltonian 

must be minimised over aJl admissible u for the optimal values of the state and 

costate". 
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Inequality constraints may affect some or all of the state variables and in general the 

inequality constraint is represented by the s vector equation, 

h[ x(t),t];': ° (4.15) 

example, if the velocity, Vm, is to be constrained to values below Vmax, say, this 

can be expressed as, Vm < Vmax or Vmax-Vm > 0 and thus forms an inequality 

constraint of the form of eqn. 4.15. 

Inequality constraints are often incorporated directly into the cost function as penalty 

functions on the states and although this is a simple method computationally, it is 

doubtful that it obtains the true optimum. The effect of a penalty function is to 

penalise extreme values of the state, and although this effectively eliminates violation 

of the constraint, values immediately below the bound are also penalised. This is 

particularly unsuitable for this application as the load positioning is to be achieved in 

minimum time so that high load velocities are to be encouraged rather than penalised. 

McGill (1965) suggest converting the inequality constraints to an equality constraint 

by defining a new variable Xn+ 1 that measures the degree of penetration of the 

constraints; 

(4.16) 

where H is a modified Heavyside step function defined such that 

H[h (x,t)] = {O, ~f hsex,t);': ° 
s Ks, Ifhs(x,t)<O 

Ks > 0, S = 1,2, .... s 

and where the initial value is 
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(4.17) 

and the final value is required to be 

(4.18) 

As this does not penalise extreme values of the states this method is used in the 

remainder of this thesis. The way in which eqn. 4.18 is enforced depends on the way 

in which the is solved. The approach taken here is to augment the 

performance index by adding 

(4.19) 

As discussed in the introduction the use of variable methods results in a TPBVP and 

although in some cases it may be readily solved, in the majority of cases this is 

difficult and inevitably requires solution by computer. The difficulties in solving the 

two-point boundary-value problem have led to the development of various techniques 

which circumvent the problems associated with TPBVP's by changing the variational 

problem into one of ordinary maxima and minima, known as direct methods. The 

Rayleigh-Ritz and the finite differences method are examples of this. They are based 

on the approach of finding a sequence of functions which give successively smaller 

values to the functional to be minimised. Problems with finding suitable functions 

have prevented these techniques from becoming popular. 

Another direct method is discrete dynamic programmIng. Discrete dynamic 

programming is, in effect, the repeated, sequential, stage-by-stage application of the 

optimality principle of Bellman (1963) which states; an optimal policy has the 

property that, whatever any initial states and decisions are, all remaining decisions 

must constitute an optimal policy with regard to the state which results from the first 
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decision. More is said about this method in Chapter 6, but it suffices to say that 

problems of computation time and memory requirements prevent this being a viable 

means of solution. 

A third direct method is the gradient method or method of steepest descent. Starting 

with an initial guess of the optimal control sequence it is then iterated, with each new 

iterate moved in the direction of the gradient which points locally in the direction of 

the maximum decrease (or increase) of the cost function. The technique was 

developed and applied to optimal control problems by Kelley (1962), Bryson and 

Denham (1962). 

Gradient methods have the ability to generate successively improved trajectories even 

with very poor starting values but suffer from slow rates of convergence as the 

extremals are approached. A number of methods have been developed, the simplest 

of which is the first order gradient method. This is based on finding first order effects 

of controls on the cost function. To improve the convergence of the gradient method 

near the optimum, second order terms can be added. 

Although other techniques are also available only Finite Differences, Dynamic 

Programming, and Gradient methods have been pursued. The gradient methods which 

provide the computationally easiest solution, are favoured and are developed in the 

following section. Finite differences also proved effective but lacked robustness and 

are computationally difficult due to the need to inve11 matrices. Dynamic 

programming, though simple, requires an enormous amount of computation time. 

Gradient Methods 

Consider the minimisation of a cost function, including a cost on terminal states so 

that the inequality constraints may be enforced (as discussed in the section 3.6), 
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where the initial and terminal times are fixed, and the initial state is fixed with the 

terminal state unspecified. 

tr 

e=6(x(tf ),tf )+ JH(x(t),u(t),t)dt 
to 

for the system 

x(t) = f(x(t),u(t),t) and x(to) Xo 

Defining the Hamiltonian 

Jf(x(t),It(t),u(t),t) == H(x(t)u(t)) + itT (t)f(x(t), u(t),t) 

and setting 

aJf . 
-= -It ax 

with the terminal condition 

aH( x(t)u(t)) + [arT (x(t )u(t)) llt(t) 
ax ax 

ae[x(tJ ),tf ] 
ax(tf ) 

Now minimising the Hamiltonian with respect to lI. 

aJf = 0 
au 

aH(x(t)u(t)) + dfT(X(t)U(t)) It(t) 
au au 

(4.23) 

Assuming a solution for u and solving the differential equality constraint (state 

equations) with the assumed value of tI, and also solving the adjoint equations 

backward in time from If to to with the terminal conditions (4.23). If u(t) is varied by 

Llu(t) the incremental first order change is in the cost function is: 

IJf{(fl{[X(t),U(t),A(r)]}T () LlH - Llu t dt, 
10 auCt) 
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To make the largest change in I1H we determine the gradient d:Jf and then make l1u au 
directed opposite to the gradient 

l1u(t) 
-K( )dJr[x(t),U(t),A(t),t] 

t du(t) . (4.24) 

where K(t) is a non-negative time function. 

A new trial value of u(t) is obtained as 

(t) = UN (t) + l1uN (t) 

The only difficulty lies with the selection of the magnitude of of eqn. 4.24. Too 

large and the process becomes unstable, while if too small the convergence rate is 

slow. Improvements can be made in using an adaptive gain but since convergence rate 

is not imperative a small factor of 0.01 is used, increasing to 0.05 as the solution is 

approached. 

The optimal state trajectories for the test cases indicate the perfonnance capabilities 

of the hydraulic drive. Although it is important that the model used in solving for the 

trajectories represent the system dynamics well, the degree of model sophistication 

required depends on the aspects that are of interest. As this is a performance based 

analysis and the achievable speed of response is to be determined, effects such as 

valve dead band, hysteresis and the effects of coulomb friction are negligible. 

Consequently the nonlinear model of Chapter 2 is used without these effects. 

Cylinder and valve leakage is also neglected as the magnitude of these flows in 

comparison to the volume of oil passing to the actuator is negligible. FurthemlOre, as 
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there is to be zero overshoot, the valve will only be open in one direction only, either 

positive or negative, and not both for anyone test case. Consequently for the 

extending case only positive spool positions need be considered, while for' tIl'e' 

retracting load only negative spool positions are considered. In doing this only 

positive or negative values for the control signal have been allowed, However, due to 

the dynamic nature of the valve the control signal can be negative while the spool 

position is positive but this is not considered to be significant. 

i,e. the model for positive Xv is; 

and for negative .. ¥v; 

· u Xv 
Xv=---

'r 

· PyAy PzAz (sign(Fu) + KjVm) 
Vm --.----'--------'-

1m 

Xm=Vm 

[XvKv{ps - Py - XmAy]J3 
Py 

Vy(O) + AyXm 

· [XmAz XvKv-v'Pz]J3 
pz = "'----------"-

Vz(O) + Az(s - Xm) 

· u Xv 
Xv=--

'r 

· PyAy-PzAz-(sign(Fu)+KjVm) 
Vm = ------'--'---'---------'-

1m 

Xm=Vm 

· [XvKv{Py - XmAy]J3 
Py=~-------~ 

Vy(O) + AyXm 

· [XmAz - XvKvffs- Pz]J3 
pz = ""-----------"'--

Vz(O) + Az(s - Xm) 
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Plus the additional state (Xn+l) to measure the violation of the state constraints, termed 

Ec. 

Ee = (pY - PYmin)2 HI + (pYrnn - Py)2 H2 + (pz - PZrnin )2 H3 + (pzrnaJ{ PZ)2 H4 

+ (Vmrnax Vm)2 Hs + (Xmrnax - Xm)2 H6 

The cost function is 

From Pontryagin's equations the costate and control equations are found by forming 

the Hamiltonian 

( )
2 T 

.7i :::: Xmss - Xm + A f (4.25) 

Then for positive spool positions: 

(i) control equation 

J( = minJ{ 
u 

and 

(ii) state equations '}{; - x' = 0 

as defined for Xv positive above. 

(iii) costate (or adjoint) equations Jf: + i* = 0 
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:i = ~ {3Kv~Ps-Py A + {3Kv-fP: A 
,'-] 1: Vy 4 Vz 5 

Kf Ay{3 Az{3 (- ) -A -It +--,1 --A +2 Vm- Vm II 
1m 2 3 Vy 4 Vz 5 5 

. . Ay{3(KvXv.JPS-PY - VmAy) Az{3(VmAz -KvXv.fPZ) 
,13 = -Xm + setpomt + 2 1t4 - 2 Its 

. Vy Vz 

+ 2H6(setpoint Xm)A6 

,; _ Ay 'l {3KvXv '1 

/1,4 - '''2 + /1,4 

1m 2VY.JPs-py 

~A + {3KvXv As 2H3(Pz PZ)1t6 + 2114 (Pz - PZ)A6 
1m 2 2Vz.fPZ 

o 
where Vm,Py,Pz correspond to maximum allowable values and Vm,Py,Pz indicate 

minimmum values of the state variables. 

(iv) Due to the form of the cost function the transversality condition becomes 

(refer Appendix D) 

(4.26) 

Considering all the states, except the state that measures the violation of the state 

constraints, this IS equivalent to _XT(tl)A(tl)+XT(to)A(to)=O and smce 

x(to) and X(tl) are independent (arbitrary function) this can only be satisfied if, 

XT(to)A(to) = 0 

xT(tJ)A(tJ) - 0 
(4.27 a,b) 

Now since the initial state of the plant is fixed no variation in the initial point is 

possible which means that xT(tO) 0 and thus any value, zero or nonzero, for A(to) 

will satisfy condition (eqn. 4.27 a). However, xT(t) is, in fact, arbitrary over the 

interval (to, 1J] only A(tf ) = 0 will satisfy the transversality condition. From eqn. 
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4.26 the additional state, required to inforce the state constraints, has initial condition 

zero and the corresponding Lagrange multiplier has a final state of Ec(tf ). 

Hence; 

Xv(to) = 0 Vm(to) = 0 Xm(to) = 0.6 Py(to) = Py" Pz(to) = pzss Ec(to) = 0 

~(tJ) = 0 ~(tJ) = 0 ~(tJ) = 0 A4(tJ) = 0 As(tJ) = 0 A6(tJ) = Ec(tJ) 

For negative spool positions the state equations are defined as above and the adjoint 

equations become: 

~ = ~ _ f3Kv-JPY A4 + f3Kv..J Ps - pz As 
1: Vy Vz 

· Kf Ayf3 Azf3 (- ) 
'A =-A -A +-A --A +2 Vm-Vm H "'2 1m 2 3 Vy 4 Vz 5 5 

· . Ayf3(KvXV-JPY - VmAy) Az f3(VmA z - KvXv..JPs - Pz) 
A3 = -Xm + setpoznt + 2 A4 - 2 As 

Vy Vz 

+ 2H6(setpoint- Xm),1,6 

· Ay f3KvXv (- ) ( - ) A4 = --A2 - -JPY A4 -2H) Py-Py A6 +2H2 Py-Py A6 
1m 2Vy Py 

· A f3KvXv (- ) ( - ) As = _z ~ - As - 2H3 pz - pz A6 + 2H 4 pz - pz A6 
1m 2Vz..J Ps - pz 

A6 = 0 

With the same initial conditions as for positive spool displacements.Consequently for 

both cases there are twelve equations to be solved (by simulation) with some initial 

conditions specified and some final states known, resulting in a TPBVP as expected. 

4.8 Results 

Using the software package MATLAB the first order gradient method was coded and 

solved for the four test cases. For the 300kg test case the program was run with a 
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terminal time ofO.S seconds and for 50kg 0.2 seconds. The minimisation of the error 

variance subject to the following constraints is the same for all test cases. 

of! maximum pressure is system pressure (20MPa); 

minimum pressure is 1 bar; 

maximum velocity Im/s; 

• minimum velocity -lm/s. 

The final position state is not specified but as a consequence of minimising the cost 

function should be at the setpoint. In some results it is noticeable that the final 

position state is not at the setpoint and the final velocity not zero. This indicates that 

convergence is not complete but as the error is small this is not significant. 

To start the program running an initial guess of the optimum control sequence IS 

chosen and the state equations are integrated forward in time from 10 to If Using the 

initial value, from the transversality conditions the costate (or adjoint) variables are 

then integrated backwards in time. After completing the two integration routines the 

incremental error change is calculated as described in the previous section. For ail of 

the following test cases the initial guess for the control sequence was the zero vector, 

i.e. a 'do nothing option'. Consequently all the state variables remain at their initial 

condition. This was done so that no possible bias could be placed on the optimum 

that was found by initially assuming a LQR action or a bang-bang action for example. 

The results of figures 4.2 to 4.9 were achieved using the gradient method but were 

confirmed using second order variations, conjugate gradient and finite differences 

methods. 
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300kg retraction SOmm from midstroke 
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50kg extension 50mm from midstroke 
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50kg retraction 50mm from midstroke 
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Noticeable from the load responses from all test cases is the rapid positioning, 

achieved in approximately 0.15 seconds for the 300 kg tests and 0.1 seconds for the 

50 kg test cases. In Chapter 2 the experimental results for a proportional control had 

a response time of 0.5 seconds and violation of pressure constraints. 

From test 1 it is clear the pressure on the piston side approaches zero and remains 

low throughout the response. As the model used in the analysis does not model 

cavitation, and therefore the pressures are able to become negative, it can be concluded 

that the pressure constraint has not been violated. In contrast when retracting 300kg 

(test 2) the control signal saturates as neither the pressure constraint nor the velocity 

constraint are liable to be violated 

In test 4 where the 50 kg load is retracting and there is no risk of violating the pressure 

or velocity constraint the control signal is saturated, but on leaving saturation 

decreases steadily so that the position constraint is not violated. For test 3, however, 

where the velocity constraint is at risk the control signal comes out of saturation to 

prevent the velocity becoming greater than 1 m/s. As the velocity is not held at 1 mls 

it can be concluded that the solution has not completely converged, but is close so 

that any further changes will not significantly affect the position response. 

4.9 Conclusions 

In this chapter the achievable response of the hydraulic rig has been solved 

numerically and shows the system to be capable of positioning a load many times 

faster than a simple proportional controller. Also the control valve may be used to 

enforce constraints on the state variables that would otherwise require the use of 

specific valves. However, in its present foml there is no chance of implementing the 

algorithm as a controller. Moreover the trajectories have been solved for a continuous 
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control input and the experimental rig is controlled digitally. This will compromise 

the achievable performance but if the quantisation of the control signal is small then 

the performance tends to that of the continuous case. 

With the current technology there is no chance of implementing a control based on the 

solution of the TPBVP, the time required to find the solution is far in excess of the 

time simulated. For the above tests a reasonable correlation to the final solution is 

achieved after approximately 30 minutes but the time to reach the exact solution is 

difficult to gauge as the convergence rate slows dramatically as the extremals are 

approached. simplest method is to leave the computer running for several hours. 

Convergence rates are improved with the use of second variations but the time is still 

excessive. 



redictive 

On-line solutions of the two-point bOllndaly-value problem have been shown to be 

unrealistic with current microprocessor capabilities. Moreover to achieve an 

optimum response, su~ject to state constrail1ts, the effect of future control actions on 

the system output must be considered and for nonlinear systems the only means of 

achieving this is by integration. The lise of futllre, predicted, information to determine 

a present control action is referred to as model predictive control, a method gaining 

popularity in the chemical process iudl/stly. However, to implement such a control 

strategy in real time for a robotic system requires thaI the lJ>BVP be avoided since it 

required too much time to compute. A novel approach to nonlinear model predictive 

control ;s formulated and tested by simulations and experiment. 

5.1 

Model predictive control (MPC) belongs to that class of controllers in which there is 

a direct use of a model in the generation of the control signal. Control systems based 

on the MPC concept have gained popularity in the chemical process industry due to 

their ability to yield high performance control systems together with the facility of 

flexible constraint handling. A number of design techniques emanating from MPC 

now exist including Dynamic Matrix Control (DMC), Model Algorithmic Control 

(MAC), Inferential Control and Internal Model Control (IMC). Garcia et a1 (1989) 

review these control methods and draw comparisons with the more traditional method 

of Linear Quadratic Control. Early work on MAC and DMC was done in the 

seventies in France and the United States respectively. At the time both were 
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developed on the basis of heuristics. The two methods have -a similar approach but 

utilise different optimisation routines and input parameter specifications. MPC has 

steadily grown in popularity in the chemical process industry. Mehra et at, (1982) 

reviewed a number of applications including the control of a superheater, a steam 

generator, a wind tunnel, a utility boiler and a glass furnace. 

Typically applications involving MPC are multivariable and involve constraints, 

however, Garcia et at (1989) report a second branch of MPC in which the main 

objective is adaptive controL A number of works on this subject appear in the 

literature and among those reported by Garcia is Clarkes' generalised predictive 

control algorithm (Clarke and Mohtadi 1987). This form of MPC is generally limited 

to single input single output (SISO) systems and typically the constrained case is not 

considered. The constraints are included in this chapter and this represents a major 

contribution to the field. 

Garcia, in his review paper, suggests the advantages in the use of MPC for nonlinear 

systems but indicates that little work has been done in this field. Application of the 

MPC algorithm to the hydraulic actuator will be an example of this, but as will be 

demonstrated, it requires modification for implementation. 

The MPC algorithm is discussed and the particular case of a nonlinear implementation 

examined. In section 5.3 the control actions are detailed and the issues of 

implementation are used to detennine an appropriate fonn for the controller. 

Following the development of the control algorithm, a simulation study is used to 

predict the controller action so that perfomlance can be compared to the optimum 

state trajectories derived in the previous chapter. An experimental study 

demonstrates the ability of the controller to handle constraints on the state variables 

(with some surprising results) while also verifYing the implementation aspects of the 
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controller. The advantages and disadvantages of the controller are -discussed in the 

conclusion (section 5.6). 

The essential role of the MPC algorithm is to use a mathematical model of the system 

to predict the future actions of the plant in order to determine the best control actions 

to apply over some period. Suppose a future setpoint or reference sequence 

[w(t+kT); 1,2,3 . .p] is known. Usually w(t+kT) will be a constant and equal to the 

current setpoint w(t) although this is not necessary and it may incorporate future 

setpoints as is common in the manufacturing industry for tool positioning. The 

objective of the MPC is to drive future control plant outputs y(kT) to approach, or 

follow, the desired output w(kT) by considering at the present time t, the behavior of 

the plant over the horizon p. Using a model, the response of the plant to changes in 

the manipulated variable u(t+ kT) is predicted, and the control sequence is selected 

such that the predicted response minimises a cost function that may be nonlinear. 

Only the first computed control action is implemented. At time t+ T the computation 

is repeated with the control horizon moved by one time interval, T (refer Figure 5.1). 
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setpoint 

* * * 
* * * * y(k) 

* * * 

I 
u(k) 

.I I 
I I 

past future 

k k+1 k+2 k+p 

The 1Imoving horizon 11 approach of Model Predictive Control 

Following the implementation of the first control signal at the proceeding time step 

the error between the predicted and actual output becomes a measured disturbance 

and is assumed constant for all future times. 

The strategy is summarised as: 

1. Predict the plant output over p future sampling instants from the system model. 

Correct the predicted output for the possible presence of modelling errors and 

load disturbances. 

3. Specify the desired response of the process output, for example, as setpoint 

values or as a first order trajectory, etc. 

Calculate a set of control actions such that the corrected future outputs follow 

the desired setpoint trajectory. 
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The set of control actions is found by fonnulating a classical optimisation problem, 

the objective of which is to compute a set of control actions such that a perfOlmance 

index, or cost function, is minimised. This cost function may include the constraints 

on the state variables constructed in a similar manner (or otherwise) to those used in 

Chapter 4. 

In this study, as opposed to previous studies in the literature, is the use of a nonlinear 

model in the MPC algorithm. Here the model is a simulation program where the 

nonlinear differential equations are solved, on-line, in parallel with the process. 

Unfortunately, a generalised technique for the design of the nonlinear controller is not 

available, but the problem can be considered as equivalent to that posed in Chapter 

namely: 

subject to 

minl./l[ x(t f)] + r: ¢[ x(t), u(t)] dt 

x f[ x(t),u(t)]dt 

g(x,u) = 0 

h(x,u) S, 0 

Solving this produces the control sequence and thus completes the control algorithm. 

A number of techniques are available to find this solution and are reviewed in the 

following section. 

It should be noted that the use of simulations for the model mean that mismodelling 

and disturbances appear equivalent 
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The controller function is to calculate the control signal usmg an optimisation 

algorithm which involves simulating the system so that the effects of future control 

actions may be considered by the optimisation routine. The important aspect\ of 

computing the control sGquence is ensuring convergence to a solution. In predicting 

the system response a precise representation of the system is required to accurately 

predict the future state trajectories, but undue complexity in the model results in 

excessive computations. It is therefore important in the implementation to reduce the 

model complexity while maintaining its fidelity and also to ensure convergence in the 

optimisation routine. These issues are discussed in the following sections. 

5.3.1 Optimisation Routine 

The control algorithm uses an optimisation routine to find the necessary control 

sequence that minimises the cost function. As more then one control action is 

considered a multistage search is required. The traditional techniques for mUltistage 

searching are reviewed and it is concluded that the procedure must be reduced to a 

single stage search for implementation. 

The main theoretical approaches to optimal control system design utilise: 

1. Calculus of Variations 

Maximum principle 

3. Dynamic programming 

4. Mathematical Programming 

The variations technique was employed in Chapter 4 but does not guarantee 

convergence within the time constraints imposed by the controller hardware which is 

of paramount importance for a successful implementation. For a nonlinear system, 
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the convergence rate using this method is unknown and depends on the technique used 

in its solution. Generally, what is known is that convergence rates are slow. Similarly 

the use of the maximum principle does not guarantee convergence within a fixed 

number of trials and indeed it may be considered as a special application of the 

calculus of variations. Both the calculus of variations and the maximum principle will 

produce a TPBVP which will be further complicated with the inclusion of state 

inequality constraints. Consequently it can be assumed that to use an on-line 

optimisation algorithm, the TPBVP must be eliminated. As stated in Chapter 4 

Dynamic Programming achieves this but, for the same reasons of computational 

overheads, it is unsatisfactory here (see Chapter 6). 

None of the common approaches to optimal control (l to 4) are suitable due to the 

computation overheads of the algorithms. 

Single Stage Search 

The problem lies in the combination of a nonlinear system and the multistage decision 

process that a discrete implementation of the optimisation becomes. However, if the 

control horizon is reduced to a single stage the TPBVP is eliminated. Under these 

conditions the state constraints will surely be violated due to the system dynamics. 

A more effective way is to assume a relationship between the control actions applied 

over the control horizon, again reducing the multistage problem to a considerably 

simpler single stage optimisation. In doing this the guarantee of optimality is lost, but 

non-violation of the state constraints is still assured. If the control horizon is long 

enough, and provided the control actions minimise the cost function (as will be 

shown) then the response is in fact more than satisfactory. A number of forms may 

be assumed for the function relating the 111 control actions. The simplest is to assume 

the control to have a constant value over the entire horizOll. Under saturation 

conditions this may well be the exact solution, and as the stroke over the hydraulic 

actuator is long, it is likely that saturation of the control signal occurs. Nearing the 
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setpoint this assumption is less plausible but the majority of response time is spent 

at high speed, saturated conditions (provided the setpoint change is sufficiently large). 

Again, after finding the signal which minimises the cost function over the control 

horizon, the control sequence is activated but for only the first stage as illustrated in 

Figure 5.2. Hence the control actions become; 

(i) measure current state and estimate unmeasurable states; 

(ii) compare to the previously predicted states to estimate errors and update 

model accordingly; 

(iii) simulate forward one time step and generate predicted values at k+ 1; 

(iv) search the control space for a control signal that minimises the cost function 

over the control horizon; 

(v) Implement control action for one step. 

Action (iii) removes the delay inherent in a digital control scheme by estimating the 

output at the next time step by using the model. 

setnoint 

* 
* * * * * 

* y(k) 
* * * 

I 
u(k) 

-
past future 

k k+l k+2 k+p 

Reducing to a single stage search but maintaining the control horizon. 
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Implementing only the first control action before agam executing the optimisation 

procedure for a sufficiently long control horizon minimises the probability that the 

constraints are not violated. This is necessary as the system is dynamic. For 

example; a possible outcome of using only one trial control is that a state reaches the 

boundary of the constraint without actually crossing it. Inespective of the control 

action chosen for the next action, the state cannot instantaneously reverse direction 

and will therefore cross the prescribed boundary. If, however, more controls are 

considered, m say, then the controller has effectively m-J sample periods to change 

the direction of the state trajectory. As more control actions are assumed constant, 

the speed of response is inevitably reduced, but this may be necessary to ensure the 

constraints are not violated. 

The problem of finding the minimum control action with a guaranteed convergence 

rate still remains. The discrete nature of the control signal suggests the use of a bmte 

force method for locating the control action that minimises the cost function over the 

control horizon. Although this will guarantee finding the global minimum, the 

computational requirements, even for the discretisation level of the hardware used on 

the test rig (c.t. Chapter 2), would result in a integration for all 480 possible control 

signals. Consequently an alternative approach is required and this will only guarantee 

a local minimum is found. 

Of particular practical importance is the fact that the control signal is bounded and 

hence the minimum is bracketed by the extreme values of the control signal. By 

systematically reducing the size of the bounded space the minimum is found when the 

bracketing spans only one control signal. If the function to be minimised is convex 

then the minimum found will be global, otherwise a local minimum can only be 

assured. Ideally the reduction in the size of the bounded minimum should be as large 

as possible. A common technique for achieving this is to use a golden search 

technique where the initial bracketed region is reduced by a constant ratio, the golden 
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ratio, of 0.61803 (c.f. Press 1992).The 'magic' value of 0.61803 is explained In 

Appendix The number of trials is reduced significantly by using this method. If 

the initial bracketing is over 480 possible control signals then the space is reduced to 

one control signal after; 

1 =0.61803'1480 

or n=12 

This is considerably less than the 480 trials that are required with the brute force 

method although only a local minimum is found unless the function is convex. 

Cost 

Control signal 

Golden Search Method 

To demonstrate the Golden Search technique consider Fiqure 5.3. The initial values of 

the cost for the three control outputs A, B, C are indicated by their height and the 

control value by distance along the x-axis .. As the distance between A and C, in terms 

of the control signals they span, is greater than that benveen Band C, control D is 
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trialed the golden ratio from A towards C. Now, if D has the lowest associated cost 

then the actual minimum must lie between A and C and the bracketing of the minimum 

has been reduced. This procedure for reducing the size of the bracketed region 

continues until only one possible control signal remains. Because the initial size of 

the control space is known, as is the rate at which the space is reduced, the number of 

searches required to find a minimum is fixed at 12 trials as previously shown. 

This method for finding the minimum is used in the subsequent sections that contain 

the simulated and experimental results. 

During the optimisation procedure the effects of a trial control output is simulated to 

establish the cost of the action. Using the Golden search technique this requires 12 

trials to arrive at the optimum, and consequently, of great importance to the 

perfonnance of the controller is the integration routine. Numerical stability of the 

procedure is crucial, as is the accuracy in predicting the state trajectories. Four 

numerical integration routines have been investigated, Euler, Adams, Runge Kutta 

(fourth order) and the effects of including high order Taylor series tenns. Since 

Adams method is not self-starting it was used in combination with other methods. 

Runge Kutta, Adams and Taylor series gave accurate results but the number of 

integration steps required for stable integration is higher than the Euler method. 

Consequently the higher order Taylor series was used for the simulation results and 

the Euler method used in the experimental verification. Although the accuracy of the 

Euler routine is poor, stability is improved. Ideally the more accurate routines such as 

Runge Kutta or Taylor series should be used, but because of computational 

considerations the Euler method is used for experimental testing. 

When integrating the equations of the hydraulic system, the issues of stiffness and 

discontinuities should be considered. To avoid discontinuities the effects of valve lap 

have been ignored but the algorithm counters this with the estimation (and subsequent 
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correction) of modelling errors. Of paramount importance is the accurate prediction 

of state variables and the consequences of future control signals. This Issue was 

discussed in Chapter two where the system modelling was considered. 

The integration routine requires an estimate of the spool position and load velocity. 

Determining the velocity by differentiation is not recommended particularly if the 

sample period is short. A more useful approximation is obtained by spline fitting and 

differentiating - a technique that is often employed to reduce the effects of noisy data 

(c.f. Vaughn 1990). 

The spool position may be obtained by observation but if the sample period is of 

sufficient length then the previous control action is a reasonable estimate. 

Hesse (1972) proposes a technique for estimating the load of a hydraulic actuator that 

involves the integration of the relevant state equation. Alternatives include the 

popular least squares methods used by Unbehauen and Keuchel (1988). It is desirable 

that the load be estimated so that the system model may be adjusted resulting in an 

adaptive algorithm. Although the computational time for Hesse's method is small, it 

has not been included in the experimental testing. The success of Hesse's method and 

others is encouraging and it is believed that they may easily be included. 

The position and pressures are available to the control algorithm by measurement. 

Simulated Results 

Using the golden search technique and the Taylor senes for integrations, the 

perfonnance of the control algorithm may be assessed and compared to the results 
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obtained in the previous chapter. Unlike the analysis in Chapter four where the time 

over which the optimal control signal is solved has no bearing on the control sequence 

generated, the control horizon plays a significant role in determining the system 

response. A long control horizon ensures little possibility of constraint violation at 

the expense of a comparatively slow response, while reducing the horizon produces a 

rapid and less smooth response with an increased possibility of penetrating the state 

boundaries. It is important that the time considered for the control be sufficiently 

long so that the system can react if a constraint is approached 

In this algorithm the constraint handling is particularly flexible but for the purposes of 

testing the control action, the constraints used in deriving the optimal state trajectories 

of Chapter 4 are used. Namely; 

(i) Ivelocityl< Im/s 

(ii) zero overshoot 

(iii) pressures below system pressure and above cavitation pressures. 

The implementation of the constraints is identical to that used in Chapter four with a 

penalty used only if the constraint is violated, with the exception of the overshoot 

condition. If the cost of exceeding the setpoint is high and if this constraint is violated 

due to a disturbance, the control action is to force the system out of the high cost 

space into the low cost region as quickly as possible. In Figure 5.4 the initial violation 

of the constraint is due to the control horizon being to short at 0.06 seconds. 

Consequently, as can be seen in Figure 5.5, the control signal suddenly saturates to 

force the system below the constraint. 
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Figure 5.5 Control signal of Figure 5.4 
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Instead the condition of no overshoot is formulated as a cost in crossing the setpoint. 

Therefore if the load does cross the setpoint, the controller action is not to drive the 

load back to the other side as quickly as possible but to move the load in the direction 

of the setpoint in a smooth manner. All constraints are handled simultaneously in the 

simulated results. Eight control actions have been assumed constant over the control 

horizon (0.01 seconds per control action) and the system is simulated for what 

seemed to be the most difficult test case to control of Chapter 4, 300 kg extending. 
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Figure 5.6 Simulated position response 

As discussed in Chapter 4 the pressure constraint is likely to be violated if the control 

action is Bang-Bang since the steady state pressures are independent of the spool 

position (refer Chapter 2). 
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Figure 5.9 Simulated velocity. 

Considering the controL action is the clearest way to analyse the way in which the 

controller has achieved its objectives. From Figure 5.7 the controller initially only 

applies a small control signal, thus eliminating the chance of cavitation. The control 

does not saturate but peaks at about 3/4 of the maximum signal, which satisfies the 

velocity constraint as shown in Figure 5.9 and ensures no overshoot. As the setpoint 

is approached the control action takes a fonn similar to that noticed in closed loop 

control actions - the magnitude of the control signal reduces as the load approaches 

the setpoint. 

The perfonnance is certainly comparable to the optimum developed in the preceding 

chapter with the positioning time from Figure 5.6 being only 0.175 seconds rather 

than the 0.15 seconds for the theoretical optimum. It shouLd be stressed that the 

smoothness of the response is affected by the length of the control horizon. 
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5@5 Experimental Testing 

The implementation and results of testing the controller on the experimental rig are 

discussed in the following sections. 

5.5.1 Implementation 

To achieve a successful implementation of the control action outlined in section 5.2 a 

significant amount of computation is required. Controlling the experimental apparatus 

is an IBM type PC with a Pentium 66 MHz microprocessor, and although this is a 

powerful computer, it cannot execute the control (as outlined in section 5.3) between 

the samples. Rather than implement the controller on a faster chip (DSP) or compile 

the executable in assembler, the controller has been simplified. Satisfactory 

perfoTInance in this reduced configuration suggests that the complete controller will 

produce more impressive results. The proposed controller makes an estimate of the 

perfoTInance to reduce the delay action of the sampling procedure, and then on the 

next cycle adjusts the model to allow for the discrepancies. In the implemented 

version this is discarded and consequently the control action is calculated from the 

previous states data. If the sampling time is fast then this delay is negligible. 

However, to complete the remaining controller tasks the control period is extended to 

0.03 seconds with 2 and 3 control actions in the control horizon. 

Despite reducing the optimisation to only 12 integrations, implementation still 

reqUIres a processor of significant computational capability to complete the 

integrations in real time. In fact for stable integration only six integrations can be 

completed between samples. As a consequence, only a reduced bracketing of the 

minimum can be achieved or, alternatively, the saturation level must be reduced so 

that the initial bracketing is smaller. The minimum of a reduced region may be found 

by fitting a parabola to the cost function and calculating an estimate of the minimum 

assuming a quadratic relationship. Alternatively from the control signals trialed, the 
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one with the minimum cost may be used. This in fact yields a better perfonnance 

than the parabolie fit. Positional accuracy is affeeted by not locating the true 

minimum, but when the optimum control action is saturated (as this is one of the 

trials) the result will be the actual optimal value. Reducing the saturation level is 

useful in demonstrating the control action but performance is severely affected due to 

a reduction in the steady state velocity. An alternative approach is to further quantise 

the control (currently 480 possible values) by reduciilg the pulse repetition frequency 

(refer Chapter 2) until the number of possible control actions is sufficiently low to 

guarantee a minimum is found. 

The favoured approach is to use a combination of saturation limiting and best trialed 

control by adapting the size of the control space searched. During high speed 

positioning the control signal should be large so that velocities are as high as possible, 

while during positioning the control signals should be small. Consequently, the 

permissible control space can be made initially large at the absolute saturation level, 

and reduced in size as the setpoint is approached (c.f. figure 5.10). Thus true 

minimums are found under accurate positioning and during saturated conditions. This 

method and the use of a reduced control region are used in the experimental results. 

The space is decreased at such a rate that the maximum control value possible is 

always greater than the value that an unstable proportional controller would take. 

This assumption is easily verified by noticing that the control only corresponds to the 

maximum allowable when the entire control space is made available and therefore the 

imposed limit as the setpoint is approached never affects the actual decision made by 

the optimisation algorithm. 
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5.5.2 Results 
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The experimental tests have been done with a variety of loads and supply pressures. 

Noticeable in the experimental results is an initial delay of 0.03 seconds which is to 

ensure the states are static at steady state values. Each constraint is implemented 

individually and the controller perfonnance at enforcing these is analysed followmg an 

examination of the unconstramed response. 

In the unconstrained mode of operation, the controller acts to minimise the etTOr and 

attempts to position the load at the setpoint in the minimum time. As previously 

discussed the computational limitations produce a trade off of integration steps 

against the number of searches for the minimum. The speed of response is govemed 

by the saturation of the control signal and supply pressure, thus reducing both these 

allows reasonable control with a reduced number of searches and allows a shorter 
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control horizon. For these tests on the unconstrained response the control output has 

been limited to +/- 50 rather than the 240 which corresponds to valve saturation. 
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Figure 5.11 Experimental unconstrained response (control horizon 0.066 sec). 

Ps = 14 MPa, saturation 50 (/240) 

With a reduced supply pressure the likelihood of cavitation increases and analysing 

the pressure generated for the response of Figure 5.11 shows that the pressure on the 

piston side approaches zero (refer Figure 5.12). As stated in section 5.4 these results 

are for the 300 kg load which is the most difficult to control without violating the 

constrain ts. 
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saturation 50 (/240) 

3 

For the unconstrained case the expected control action would be one of a saturated 

control signal followed by a progressive reduction in the control effort to zero as is 

shown in Figure 5.13. Also noticeable is a steady state valve signal to offset the 

effects of valve leakage. 
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Figure 5.13 Control signal for unconstrained response 

Retracting no constraints 

For the retracting case, as with the extending case, some overshoot is noticeable but 

may be reduced with an increased control horizon as seen in Figure 5.14. Increasing 

the control horizon produces a smoother response at the cost of a more sluggish 

action. Increasing the control horizon to 0.099 from 0.066 seconds effectively 

introduces a further control signal as the sample period is 0.033 seconds and so 3 

actions are considered rather than 2. This becomes significant towards the final stages 

of the response slowing the loads approach to the setpoint. 
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Figure 5.14 Retracting with no constraints, and the effect of increased control 

horizon. 0.099 (-) 0.066 (--). Ps = 14 MPa, saturation 50 (/240) 

Extending the control horizon further introduces the problems of numerical instability 

due to the integration routine requiring more integration steps, or alternatively poor 

perfonnance in the optimisation search must be sacrificed as the number of trials must 

be reduced to accommodate the increased processing time required by the integration 

routine. The effect of reducing the optimisation steps is most noticeable a steady 

state position error. 

Overshoot constraint 

Rather than limit the value of the control signal a better approach is to aQjust the limit 

with position error starting with the full range and reducing to some small region as 

the setpoint is approached (refer Figure 5.10). This method achieves a considerably 

reduced positioning time as can be seen in Figure 5.15, and is used for the 

experimental results for analysing the overshoot constraint. 
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To analyse the controller performance subject to the velocity constraint, the 

constraint has been implemented at 0.1 mis, well below the capabilities of the system. 

Figure 5.17 shows the resulting response for a step change of 50 Imn extending from 

the midstroke. The control signal is limited to 50. 
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Figure 5.17 Velocity constraint at 0.1 m/s. Ps = 14 MPa, saturation 50 (/240) 

A small violation of the constraint can be seen at 0.25 seconds in Figure 5.17. This 

may be avoided by increasing the cost of violating the constraint. Modelling and 

integration errors may also produce similar effects but these are typically small. 

Furthennore the limited number of golden searches does not guarantee an optimum 

control signal. 

The control signal shown in Figure 5.18 can be seen to vary between 25 and 30 (/240 

PWM). The control oscillations are due to the search algorithm only reducing the size 

ofthe control apace rather than calculating a single control action. A smoother control 

signal will result if the search reduces to one control rather than a region of five as is 

currently the case. This, of course requires more search steps and therefore requires a 

faster processor so that the calculations may be completed between samples. 
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Figure 5.18 Control action of figure 5.15. Saturation =50. 

Pressure Constraints 
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1.2 1.4 

The response generated by the predictive controller under heavy load and low supply 

pressure is interesting. As the pressure on the piston side approaches its steady state 

value, it tends towards the lower pressure bound, and the controller drives the load in 

the opposite direction to once again build up pressure on the piston side of the 

actuator. It then commences to lower the load again and thus the load motion is seen 

as a series of small steps, as shown in Figure 5.19. 
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Figure 5.19 Position response with pressure constraints and reduced supply 

pressure. Valve saturation reduced to 50. 
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The control signal shows the periodic saturation of the control signal to reverse the 

pressure trend (Figure 5.20). 
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Figure 5.20 Control signal for figure 5.19 

Comparing the pressures of Figure 5.12 for the unconstrained response and Figure 

5.21 shows the ability of the controller to enforce the state constraints despite the 

reduced system pressure that would otherwise lead to eavitation even during steady 

state conditions. 
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Pressure trajectories with constraint set to 1 bar. 

Increasing the control horizon to 0.099 (3 control steps) produces a smoother 

response (Figure 5.22) but a similar effect of dithering on the control signal is still 

noticeable in Figure 5.24. 
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Figure 5.24 Extending response with pressure constraint low supply 

pressure and control horizon = 0.099 sec. 

5.6 Conclusions 

3 

Despite the extreme simplification of assuming a constant control signal over the 

control horizon, excellent performance in terms of positioning times and avoiding 

constraints has been achieved with the simulated results. Experimentally it was not 

possible to gauge the perfonnance of limiting the transient pressures, only under 

steady state conditions where the constraints were, surprisingly, adhered to. 

Unfortunately limitations on the hardware meant that to implement the control 

algoritlun several simplifications were required. In particular the Euler integration 

method had to be used rather than more accurate routines such as the Runge Kutta 

technique. For this reason accurate prediction of the pressure transients was not 

possible. 
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The simulation results compare favourably with the derived optimum of Chapter 4, 

with only a small increase in positioning time and minimal violation of the constraints, 

which could be avoided by setting them slightly before the actual constraint. 

A novel approach to nonlinear model predictive control has been fonnulated and 

tested experimentally. 
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The major conclusions of the previofls chapter .. ; are presented and suggestions for 

extending the present work are discllssed Altemative approaches to achieving the 

research o~jectil'es C?! optimal control are also examined 

6.1 uction 

Essentially this thesis has involved the presentation of four maJor sections of 

work; system modelling and analysis using power bond graphs, the design and 

development of a test rig including a novel intelface to the servo valve, the 

derivation and analysis of the optimal performance achievable by the hydraulic rig 

and, finally, the design, implementation and testing of nonlinear model predictive 

controller. 

The general objective of the work was to develop a controller specifically designed 

to meet the needs of a hydraulic positioning system. These requirements were 

reviewed in Chapter 1 and the control methods that have been trialed in other 

works were investigated. Essentially the controller must ideally have control over 

the state variables and achieve rapid load positioni 
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In Chapter 2 the design of a novel interface circuit was presented. The system 

enables direct digital control of the servo valve. Spool dithering is often applied to 

servo valves to reduce friction between the spool and sleeve; the PWM drive 

circuit naturally dithers the spool achieving this task without the need for extra 

hardware. 

A limitation of the system at present is the necessary discretisation of the control 

signal in order that the frequency of impulses applied to the torque motor be 

significantly higher than the natural frequency of the torque motor. The period of 

the PWM is set to 240 counts and, thus, the signal is quanti sed into 240 positive 

and 240 negative values. If the period of the PWM signal is increased, without 

altering the clock speed, the valve becomes noisy due to the spool oscillating with 

the PWM signal. One solution is to use a PWM generating chip that operates at a 

higher frequency (increasing the pulse repetition frequency) than the current 

Hitachi chip. This will allow a longer period for the PWM cycle and hence more 

control values available. 

An alternative to changing the hardware is to alter the way in which the PWM 

duty cycle is implemented to create the same effect using software. If it is 

required to have 2400 rather than the 240 currently available, which is equivalent 

to introducing an extra decimal place, then this can be achieved by alternating the 

PWM signal. For example if 50.5 is required then at present 51 would be used, 

being the closest possible signal. However, if 50 is used for one cycle and then 51 

is used for the next with the sequence 50 - 51 50 -51 being applied, the average 

control signal is 50.5 as required. For an output of 50.8, one at 50 and four at 51 

produce the desired signal. Of course any value may be obtained by simply 
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adjusting the sequence of PWM signals to achieve the required value by software 

rather than by hardware. 

Chapter 3 showed how well the states of a hydraulic servo system can be 

predicted from a relatively simple model. The sensitivity of the model to 

parameter variations has not been analysed but an investigation of the effects of 

mismodelling on the predicted output would be valuable. A difficult parameter to 

estimate is the bulk modulus which is assumed to be constant though under 

cavitation conditions. This is definitely not the case and the extent of variation of 

the bulk modulus, and its effect on the model performance, is worthy of further 

investigation. 

The optimal performance of the hydraulic system has been derived in chapter 4 

showing that the valve can effectively control the state variables of the system and 

is capable of imposing constraints on the state space. The speed of response 

attainable by the actuator is shown to be very rapid; 300kg being repositioned 

50mm in 0.15 seconds. Only a limited number of test cases have been analysed 

and all with the same set of constraints so it would be useful to analyse the effect 

of different constraints. The consequence of including crossport relief valves and 

make-up check valves in the model should be examined with the resulting optimal 

trajectory compared to those where the controller is used to avoid the pressure 

constraints. It is possible that performance, in terms of positioning time, is 

improved by the use of make-up check valves. Any improvement, if at all, should 

be established. 

Model predictive control has been shown to be etTective, not only in avoiding 

state constraints but in achieving a rapid response also. Although the 

implementation was a simplified version of the proposed control algorithm it was 

still effective in meeting the design objectives. To implement the full controller 
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would require a faster processor such as a digital signal processor (DSP). A 

complete implementation of the controller would further demonstrate the 

advantages in using a predictive controller, in particular the identification of 

modelling errors and subsequent model adjustment needs testing. The application 

to loads other than inertia would be useful, particularly complex loads. 

Alterations to the MPC 

The assumption of a constant control signal is hard to justify for a positioning 

system since the general trend is to open then close the valve. Studying the use of 

a different form to the control action, for example solving for a proportional gain, 

rather than a constant control action to minimises the error function would be 

interesting. Again the gain can be bounded so that the golden search method may 

again be used. It is only necessary to assume a relationship between subsequent 

control actions to avoid the TPBVP and a study of alternative forms would 

valuable. 

Application to Velocity Servos 

Although the assumption of a constant control signal is hard to justify for a 

positioning system, it better represents a velocity servo system. Application to 

this system either experimentally or as a simulation study would be useful, 

perhaps for a hydrostatic transmission (rotational) rather than a hydraulic ram. 

Dynamic Programming and Neural Networks 

Dynamic programming (DP) is one technique which avoids the TPBVP and also 

ensures a global rather than local optimum without assuming a form of the control 

action. The dynamic programming method was developed by Bellman (1963) for 
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discrete-data systems. This discrete for111 is a major advantage of dynamic 

programming as it makes it suitable for numerical solution. The foundation of this 

method is the principle of optimality, which states: 

An optimal control strategy has the properly that, what ever the initial 

state and the initial decision, the remaining decisions must form an 

optimal control strategy with respect 10 {he state resulting from the 

first decision. 

In other words, past decisions are unimportant, it is only the future control 

decisions that need be considered and chosen in a optimal manner. Clearly, it is 

not possible to solve a multistage decision process by making sequentially a series 

of optimal single-stage decisions. However if the cost is established starting from 

the end state and stepping backwards in time to the initial condition an optimal 

control map may be generated and used as a lookup table so that optimal control is 

achieved. 

The application of dynamic programming is summarised below: 

L Starting from the final state, p, step back one step and solve the single stage 

decision process assigning to the states at k=p-l the minimum cost that can 

be achieved. The minimum cost is found for every state in the discrete 

state space. 

2. Moving back one further stage solve the single stage problem using the cost 

generated by the previous step. 

3. Repeat until the initial stage is reached or a number of steps, a suitable 

control horizon, is completed. Rather than storing the minimum cost for 
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each state, it is only necessary to save the control signal that is used in 

obtaining the minimum cost for the final single stage search. 

Completing this sequence generates a discretised map of the state space that 

indicates the optimal control signal for each particular state. Put simply this 

process produces a lookup table containing the control actions that will minimise a 

specified cost function that may be nonlinear. Although implementation appears 

simple, as finding the control action silllply requires locating the control action in 

the lookup table corresponding to the current state, there is a penalty in that the 

size of the controllers high speed memory is required to be extremely large. The 

computational requirements and data storage of the procedure grow rapidly with 

the number of state variables, a phenomenon Bellman refers to as 'The Curse of 

Dimensionality'. The size of the discrete state space increases with the power of 

the number of state variables. For example, consider discretising the state space in 

the following manner: 

SIZE = Py*pz*Vm*Xm = ]00*100*100*12000 = 1.2x10 1O. 

If the control signal is integer and limited to +/- 128 then the memory requirements 

to store the control map is 12 Giga bytes. Despite this there may be a means of 

implementing an optimal controller based on Dynamic Programming. The problem 

becomes that of reducing the size of the control map .. Preliminary tests with data 

compression algorithms showed that a reduction of 90% of the control space was 

common. The control algorithm would then have to include a routine for decoding 

the compressed format of the table but these are currently available. Alternatively 

a neural network could be trained from the map, particularly as there are a large 

number of examples in the stored map to use for training. This would provide true 

optimal control. 
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The time required to solve the TPBVP, and the absence of a guarantee of 

convergence, prevents the optimal control action being calculated on-line. Often 

the computational requirements prohibit the implementation of control algorithms 

but if a form for the controller is established then the optimal traj ectory, and thus 

controller, can be devised for the specified controller. For example, if due to 

hardware limitations a state feedback with constant feedback gains is chosen for 

the controller, then the feedback gain matrix can be selected so that a performance 

index (such as the one used in chapter four) is minimised. Typically this type of 

controller would be designed using a linear model of the system but the use of 

optimisation techniques allows the use of a nonlinear model which should improve 

the performance of the controller. This is paI1icularly suitable for nonlinear 

systems and when it is difficult to choose an operating point about which to 

linearise. 

Twin Valve Systems 

It has been suggested that in the future linear actuators will be operated by two 

valves, one on each port of the actuator, rather than the single control valve that is 

used at present. Using the techniques of chapter 4 for calculating the optimal 

response of an actuator to a step change in position demand, can be used to 

predict what advantage, or possible reduction in response time, is achievable by 

using two valves. To solve the ensuing TPBVP the use of a conjugate gradient 

technique as used by Bryson and Ho (1975), rather than the first order gradient 

method used in chapter four, will aid in the convergence. 
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6.4 Con 
. 
Ion 

In this study the optimal performance and control of single ended hydraulic 

actuators has been examined. Also the ability of the control valve to enforce 

constraints on the state space is analysed. To achieve this a novel approach to 

nonlinear model predictive control has been developed. Previously there has been 

little work on the nonlinear control of hydraulic actuators or the nonlinear 

implementation of predictive control strategies. This work contains the successful 

investigation of both of these. In a simplified form, the predictive control strategy 

has been used for the control of a digital, electrohydraulic rig designed specifically 

to test the control strategy. Furthermore, for comparison purposes the optimum 

state trajectories and control sequence, due to a position setpoint step, have been 

calculated for the experi mental rig. The testi ng of the controller by simulati on and 

experiment confinn that the optimal performance is approached. 

In short, the near optimal digital control of a hydraulic ram, subject to state 

constraints, has been achieved. 
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Appendix A Rig Components 

Oil Shell Tellus 32 

Valve MOOG 760-104 (4 port) 

Cylinder stroke 1.2m, bore 2" rod 1 3/4". 

Pump Linde Swash plate pressure compensated 

Pressure transducers Data Instruments Model AB 

Filter HP MOOG HP015 

Filter LP Parker 3 micron 

Accumulator 20 Litre 

Unloading Valve 

Power pack Supplied by Gino Raggaveli 
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Dynamic Gain Compensation 

As discussed in Chapter 3, it is common to consider the hydraulic ram as a quadratic 

lag plus integrator. If a proportional controller is used for position control then a 

comparison of time responses illustrates the degree of direction dependence of the 

drive. 
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FigureR1 Comparison of extending (0.65) and retracting (0.55) responses. 

Although the controller position gain is identical the responses are quite different, as 

can be seen by the control signals; 
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Control signal under proportional control 

To illustrate the degree of gain variation during a step response the valve/cylinder gain 

for each response is shown in Figure B.3 
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Gain variation for a step change in setpoint under proportional 

control (--) extending C-.J retracting. 

The oscillations are due to the pressure fluctuations in the cylinder and the 

discontinuous changes, noticeable for the extending case, are due to the direction 

change. 

By adapting the controller position gain to cancel the fluctuations in the actuator gain 

the system can be made to behave as a 'true' quadratic lag plus integrator. This 

requires measuring the pressure on line and using equation 3,9. 
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Load response using dynamic gain adjustment 

It should be noted that in this analysis the valve dynamics have been ignored, an hence 

the correlation between the extending and retracting case is not as well as it could be. 

Implementing the dynamic gain adjustment reqUires the measurement of actuator 

pressure and the solution of equation 3.9. If the load response is smooth the pressure 

fluctuations are minimal and the use of the steady state gain relationship (eqn 3.9) 

may be used to obtain a good approximation. 
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Load response using direction dependent gain 

The system gain is determined by the load, orientation of the ram, supply pressure 

and direction and may be compensated for by adapting the controller gain. 
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Power Bond Graphs 

Cylinder and Load 
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The completepower bong graph is shown on the following page .... 
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NecessalY Conditions for a Minimum 

(Variational Approach) 

Consider the problem of minimising the following criterion 

If 

e = e[x(t),t( + J tfJ[x(t),u(t),t] dt 
10 

where e and 4> posses continuous partial derivatives in x and u. 

To handle equality constraints Lagrange multipliers are introduced, 

If 

e = e[ x(t),tr~ + J {tfJ[ x(t), u(t),t] + A/[ f[x(t), u(t ),t] i]} dt 
to . 

defining a Hamiltonian 

Jf[ x(t), u(t),A(t),t] tfJ[x(t),u(t),t] + AT (t)f[ x(t),u(t),t] 

Thus the cost function becomes 

If 

e = [x(t),tI: + J {Jf[x(t),u(t),A(t),t] - A(t? i} dt 
to 

Integrating the last term in the integrand by parts, 
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If 

e = {e[X(t), t] - AT (t )X(t) }I:: + f {Jr( x(t), U(t), A(t ),t] + ~(t)T X(t)} dt 
10 

Taking the first variation of e for variations in the control vector and, consequently, in 

the state vector about the optimal control and optimal state vector, Hence, 

A necessary condition for a minimum is that the first variation in e vanish for 

arbitrary variations ox and 01.1. Thus the necessary conditions are: 

. dJ{ 
A=--

dx 

x = f(x,u,t) = a; 
dJ{ =0 
du 

for t toJr 
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Golden Search Ratio 

Consider a triplet of points a, b,c which bracket a minimum of a function for which the 

actual minimum point is required where; 

a>b>c andf(a»f(b)<f(c) 

If a new point is tested, x and the function is found to have a value at this point less 

than f(b) the minimum is now bracketed by a and b. Alternatively if f(x) is larger than 

f(b) the minimum is bracketed by band c. Clearly the choice of x determines the rate 

at which the bounded region is reduced and ideally this should be as quick as possible. 

To converge to the minimum in an optimal manner it is necessary to determine the 

best choice for the next point that acts to reduce the bracketed interval. 

This problem is discussed by Press (1992) and the presentation here follows the 

reasoning of this book. 

If b is a fraction W of the way between a and c i.e. 

b-a --=w 
c a 

If the new point, x, is an additional fraction Z beyond b, 

x b z 
c-a 
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Then, depending on which corresponds to the minimum, b or x, the bracketed region 

will either be of length W+Z, or length J-w. If we want to minimise the worst case 

possibility Z is chosen to make both possibilities equal. 

Z=J-2W (El) 

Hence the new point lies at the midpoint between a and c and therefore lies in the 

larger segment. Now if this is the optimal position then the previous point must to 

have been chosen. This implies that x should be the same fraction from b to c, 

assuming that is the larger segment, as was b from a to c. Hence, 

Z 

lW 
W 

Combining El and E2 a quadratic equation is realised; 

W2 3W +1 0 

Solving this WzO.38197. 

(E2) 

The middle point of the bracketed interval, a>b>c, has its middle point, b, a fractional 

distance 0.38197 from one end and 0.61803 from the other. 
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